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1 Introduction

Mobile technology has become a major driver of the way in which democratic elections are conducted

worldwide. From the influence of new media coverage on elections (Prior, 2005) to technology’s

coordinating role in the development of fragile democracies (Fafchamps, Vaz and Vicente, 2020;

Shirazi, Ngwenyama and Morawczynski, 2010; Tufekci and Wilson, 2012), there is no question that

information and communications technology (ICT) is now a central force in the democratic process.

Much of this change is positive: ICT provides new means for citizens to monitor bureaucrats

(Banerjee et al., 2020), a new vehicle to understand the political process (Tufekci, 2014), and even

a means to improve the conduct of elections themselves (Callen and Long, 2015). However, in

recent years more attention has swung to the downsides of this change, including the potential of

the echo chamber of new media to suppress voting in developed countries (Falck, Gold and Heblich,

2014; Gavazza, Nardotto and Valletti, 2019) as well as the propagation of misinformation and the

amplification of extremist voices in political dialogue (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017; Gorodnichenko,

Pham and Talavera, 2021; Morozov, 2011; Rid, 2020), potentially leading to violence (Pierskalla

and Hollenbach, 2013). Particularly given a recent observational literature suggesting that ICT

may actually have increased participation in developing countries (Donati, 2019; Manacorda and

Tesei, 2020), rigorous evidence from the Global South is critical.

In this paper we report on the results of a mass-scale effort to drive positive forms of participation

in the 2014 South African presidential election using a novel combination of ICT tools. To test the

ability of technology to promote engagement, we built a multi-channel platform called VIP:Voice

that was accessible from a range of devices including a simple feature phone interface, two of South

Africa’s major homegrown social media networks, and connections to international social networks

such as Twitter and Google Chat. We promoted the platform by sending out 50 million text

messages and then conducted a series of subsequent participation experiments using the 90,000

participants who registered on the system. We aggregated polling data and distributed it through

the platform, but did not allow users to post content directly. By building links to social media

platforms but then strictly controlling the dissemination of information, we sought to understand

how to induce constructive engagement in the electoral process while prohibiting the dissemination

of misinformation. The two main contributions of the paper are a) the descriptive effort to build a

national-scale platform to support electoral transparency, and b) analysis of a series of embedded

incentivization experiments that let us speak to the dynamic relationship between subsidies the

intrinsic motivation to participate in political activity.

From a policy perspective, we may hope for ICT to engender a number of specific forms of
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democratic engagement. First, opinion polling on mobile phones can reach a mass audience and

achieve more representative results (Rivers and Bailey, 2009), particularly in countries with poor

landline penetration, and lacking registries of mailing addresses (Hoogeveen et al., 2014). Second,

given the recent ubiquity of mobile phones even in some of the poorest countries on earth, ICT is a

natural conduit for Get Out the Vote (GOTV) efforts (Grácio and Vicente, 2021; Green and Gerber,

2019). Third, a recent literature has shown how citizens armed with mobile phone apps are able to

monitor polling places on election day, ensuring that the electoral commission records vote tallies

in line with those posted on the ground (Callen et al., 2016). Finally, crowdsourcing techniques can

be used to permit reporting of irregularities such as violence or vote-buying, providing a geographic

reach difficult to achieve with professional election monitors (Findley et al., 2012; Van der Windt

and Humphreys, 2016).

Our results demonstrate the promise of pro-participation ICT interventions to reach mass scale,

but also show the fragility of participation as individuals move from relatively costless forms of

digital participation into more costly real-world engagement with elections, such as voting or mon-

itoring their polling places. Beginning from over a quarter million initial contacts with our plat-

form, participation drops with every step of engagement; over 90,000 individuals sign the Terms

and Conditions of the platform and complete registration, almost 35,000 provide demographic and

prior voting information, 16,600 provide additional information via opinion polling or reporting

of political events in the runup to the election, 2,500 volunteer to monitor their polling places on

election day, 330 actually do so, and 11,000 provide information on voting conditions on election

day. Hence, the platform recovers impressive numbers of citizen reporters, but also suffers attrition

on the order of 50% for every additional action that users are asked to take.

The demographic profiles of users across different technology channels are starkly different;

almost two-thirds of users on standard flip phone channels are Black women, while users of social

media channels are predominantly male and higher fractions are Coloured (the South African term

for mixed-race individuals), while Twitter slants towards white and Asian users. Hence, the details

of the choice of technology channel have dramatic effects on the profile of users. Daily opinion polling

in the weeks before the election shows that different channels have non-representative political

preferences in a manner that is predictable based on demographics, but given the rich variety of

user types across the channels we would be able to weight them so as to achieve representivity in

concert with the high-frequency of real-time ICT-based opinion polling. Our unique effort to field

a comparable platform across multiple channels allows us to speak in a very straightforward way to

the linkage between technology, user profiles, and the types of data that such platforms can recover.

We implemented a sequential set of incentive experiments that let us speak to the complex
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interplay of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation in the provision of political participation in a novel

applied context. In this environment, intrinsic motives are the set of factors that induce individuals

to participate in the platform or the political process in the absence of any incentivization, and

the extrinsic incentives are provided through the platform in the form of free airtime, lottery

incentives, and direct payments to serve as Citizen Monitors. The behavioral literature has long

pointed out the potentially corrosive effect of financial incentives to undertake a task in context

where individuals were already intrinsically motivated to do so (Benabou and Tirole, 2003; Gagné

and Deci, 2005; Gneezy and Rustichini, 2000). Extrinsic incentives undermine the motivation

to engage in pro-social activities if agents wish to be seen to be “doing good rather than doing

well” (Ariely, Bracha and Meier, 2009), and have even been shown to color the way that individuals

assess political candidates (Isbell and Wyer, 1999) and vote (Gonzales, León-Ciliotta and Mart́ınez,

2022). We move this mostly lab-based conversation to the field by asking individuals to engage in

a number of pro-social activities (volunteering data on themselves and the political environment

in the run-up to the election, serving as Citizen Observers at their polling places on election day),

with randomization both in the incentives to come on the platform in the first place and of the

incentives to engage in subsequent, high-cost behavior. We have three different ways to consider

how extrinsic motivation intersects with the inherent desire to participate in the political process.

First, a number of lab experiments have found that small monetary incentives actually discourage

participation (Gneezy and Rustichini, 2000) and only larger incentives are net positive. Because

we offer only small incentives, if this were the case in our real-world context we would find lower

participation in the incentivized arms. Second, we have randomized variation on the extensive

margin arising from the fact that some of our user groups (particularly the Lottery USSD group)

register at higher rates because of initial extrinsic motivation, and hence we can ask how this

different composition of users then drives subsequent intensive margin sensitivity to incentives.

Finally, we can use the response to our initial Engagement question on a user’s level of intrinsic

motivation around the election to examine heterogeneity in the response to extrinsic motivation

based on the level of inherent political engagement.

Overall, we find several distinct pieces of evidence suggesting that intrinsic and extrinsic motives

are complementary in this context. Small incentives never depress participation and only (weakly)

enhance it, suggesting that extrinsic incentives are not crowding out inherent motives. We find that

those who initially were randomized to receive incentives to participate are more malleable, in the

sense that they are more responsive to subsequent incentives for digital participation than those

who joined without incentives (although this interactive effect disappears as we ask individuals to

take costly real-world actions). Finally, not only do incentives have no effect on individuals who
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report low intrinsic motivation for political activity, but the differential effect of incentives for the

highly motivated are the largest for the channels where intrinsic motivation was highest in the first

place (even when we control for demographic differences across channels). In this context, extrinsic

incentives do not undermine intrinsic motivation and may in fact only work for those who are

intrinsically motivated. We return to a discussion of this (potentially surprising) complementarity

in the Conclusion.

Finally, we examine the success of the platform in engendering actual citizen monitoring of

polling places on election day. We were able to recruit citizen volunteers willing to observe 12%

of the polling stations in 37% of the wards in the country. Of the 1,830 individuals we invited to

perform monitoring, 332 did so. Again, the crowd-sourced approach to election monitoring displays

both upsides and downsides. While we are able to achieve broad geographic presence of citizen

monitors at very low marginal cost, the likelihood of recruiting a monitor in any given location is

low, and the data quality of the reports submitted in the absence of any training is poor. We find

extrinsic incentives to be effective at increasing both response rates and data quality for citizen

monitoring, however, and a cost-effectiveness analysis suggests that on the margin, incentivized

citizen monitoring of polling stations can be an attractive way to achieve scaled cross-checking

of local vote tallies. Overall the project suggests a path forward in terms of ways to engineer

ICT-based platforms in a manner that engenders beneficial forms of political participation without

becoming a conduit for misinformation.

This study joins a growing literature trying to understand how technology can induce partic-

ipation in the political process. This question is key, in that fairer elections are more likely to

keep leaders accountable to the electorate (Besley and Burgess, 2002; Downs, 1957; Fujiwara, 2015;

Przeworski et al., 1999).1 The rapid adoption of ICT by citizens in developing countries represents

a dramatic change in their capacity to communicate and mobilize for action (Alozie, Akpan-Obong

and Foster, 2011; Bratton, 2013; Shirazi, 2008). The literature on democratic engagement has

shown the promise of ICT to improve electoral integrity (Bailard and Livingston, 2014; Callen et al.,

2016); crowd-source information on violence, corruption, and government performance (Cecchini

and Scott, 2003; DeRenzi et al., 2011; Findley et al., 2012; Pierskalla and Hollenbach, 2013; Shapiro

and Weidmann, 2015; Van der Windt and Humphreys, 2014; Weidmann and Callen, 2013); and

strengthen accountability between citizens and politicians (Grossman, Humphreys and Sacramone-

Lutz, 2014). The broad reach of the technology has also illustrated the ability to increase the

political engagement of marginalized populations such as the poor, those in peripheral regions, and

1The low cost of gathering data through mobile phones has led to widespread use of ICT in survey research (Vicente,
Reis and Santos, 2009) and crowdsourcing (Van der Windt and Humphreys, 2016), including a very important role during
the COVID epidemic when face-to-face fieldwork was impossible (Gourlay et al., 2021).
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women (Findley et al., 2012; Grossman, Humphreys and Sacramone-Lutz, 2014).

We also complement a rich body of policy evaluations in international development focused

on governance, accountability, and transparency (Ferraz and Finan, 2008; Olken, 2007), including

the opportunities and challenges of democracy promotion through electoral assistance (Hyde, 2007,

2011; Kelley, 2012). Donors and governments commit significant resources to support elections es-

pecially as an important mechanism for state-building, building inclusive institutions, and spurring

economic growth in conflict-affected, transitioning societies. Problems of election administration

to deliver a credible results continue to undermine many races (Donno, 2013).2 The South African

Independent Election Commission (IEC) had to hire, train, and deploy 250,000 poll workers simply

to run the election. We therefore view platforms like VIP: Voice as important instruments to bolster

and complement the efforts of other groups and organizations.

2 Context and Motivation

2.1 Setting: The 2014 South African Election

South Africa provides a compelling setting for a study of technology-driven political participation

in an emerging democracy. It is a diverse and highly unequal country, with a technology landscape

that spans a high-income urban population using technology as in the Global North, alongside a

large rural population whose use of flip phones closely resembles the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa. The

country is also an innovator in the use of ICT in the African context, providing strong in-country

counterparts and making it an important test case for the use of ICT in democratic engagement.

1994’s transformative elections brought an end to Apartheid, allowing universal franchise and

energizing democratic participation on the part of the non-white majority (Johnson and Schlemmer,

1996; Reynolds, 1994). Since then, the ruling African National Congress (ANC) has won national

contests with consistently wide margins, greatly outpacing its nearest competitor, the Democratic

Alliance (DA); other smaller parties had not gained much traction by 2014, at the time of this

study (Ferree, 2011). The ANC’s dominance limits political competition, potentially discourag-

ing participation since elections are seen as foregone conclusions. Turnout for national elections

dropped nearly 30 percentage points from 1994 to 2014, with lowest rates in the youngest groups

of eligible voters (Schulz-Herzenberg and Southall, 2014). But while election turnout may be in

decline, South Africans have a long tradition of political activism. Demonstrations and riots were

2For example, the international community spent over $250 million to administer Afghanistan’s 2010 election, $147
million on the 2014 election, and parliamentary and presidential elections slated for 2018-19 were each projected to cost at
least $210 million (Adili and van Bijlert, 2017). The Kenyan government spent upwards of 1 billion USD to purchase a new
computerized results transmission system in 2017 to guard against hacking into the commission’s reporting mechanisms.
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common features of the anti-apartheid era (Lodge, 1983; Lodge and Nasson, 1991). More recently,

South Africans staged widespread protests against the state for its poor record of delivering basic

services (Alexander, 2010; Southall, 2014). Since 2008, more than two million South Africans have

participated in service delivery protests (Plaut and Holden, 2012). Thus, South Africa, like many

emerging democracies, has a record of uneven political participation.

The South African Independent Election Commission (IEC) has been vulnerable to fraud and

electronic results “hacking” in previous elections (Harris, 2011). Today, however, South Africa’s

election environment is largely viewed as free and fair and a model for other developing countries.

The IEC is considered one of the best performing election commissions in Africa (Ndletyana, 2015)

and citizen election monitoring is protected by law (Ndulo and Lulo, 2010). Nonetheless, in ap-

proving VIP:Voice, the IEC expressed the need to improve their administrative functioning over

election duties at the country’s roughly 23,000 voting stations, operated by nearly 250,000 tempo-

rary workers, given managerial and technological limitations to oversight and monitoring even in

the absence of industrial-scale fraud.

In technological development, South Africa has enjoyed a tech boom in recent years. It boasts

the highest cellular phone connections per capita in Africa3 and the fifth highest internet access

rate. Cell phone saturation was almost 90% in the 2011 census and has since risen to almost

100%. Web-enabled feature phones and smartphones currently have a saturation rate of 70%.

More economically developed areas of South Africa have higher usage rates, as do younger and more

male populations (see Table A-1). The fact that the country combines a large poor population with

access to the same technology as most of the continent (flip phones) in concert with a wealthier,

urban population that use smartphones and social media makes it an ideal environment for the

multi-channel intervention we host. In terms of the mix of devices used by its citizens, South Africa

in 2016 had a technology blend that looks like much of the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa today.

2.2 The VIP:Voice Platform

We worked with Praekelt, a South African technology firm, to design and promote a system called

VIP:Voice on three distinct channels. First, it could be linked to and promoted via international

social media channels such as Twitter and GTalk (Google’s Talk platform, in relatively widespread

use among wealthier South Africans at that time). Second, we built an interface and a promotion

strategy to link into two South African social media networks. The first of these, Mxit, was the

dominant indigenous social media platform at the time, with over 7 million subscribers in 2013.

The second, Mobi, was a more specialized mobile platform focusing on the youth market. Finally,

3As of 2014, 149 connections per 100 citizens; Nigeria had 77.84 per 100 (World Bank, 2014).
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and most importantly in terms of its potential reach, was a platform designed to work over feature

(non-smart) phones. Because the large majority of South Africa’s poor did not use smartphones

at the time of the study, it was key to design an interface to work with standard handsets. We

used the typical technology for these phones, which is Unstructured Supplementary Service Data

(USSD). This opens a 90 second window to the user during which they can navigate through a

decision tree by entering numbers on their phone and respond to prompts using either drop-down

menus or free-form text responses. While USSD is less convenient to use than a smartphone app,

it was in widespread use by telcom and mobile money providers and was very familiar to flip-phone

users in South Africa.

While there were inevitable differences in the appearance and operability of VIP:Voice across

channels, we made every effort to keep the user experience as similar as possible. The most techno-

logically sophisticated channels (those that required feature or smartphones) were also the easiest

to use; in contrast, the more rudimentary SMS/USSD channel, available on even the most basic

phones, was the clunkiest. Difference across these channels thus operationalize the concept of tech-

nology change: the SMS/USSD channel represents a high cost/hard to use technology channel and

Mxit or Twitter represents a low cost/easy to use technology channel. This range of user costs is

relevant to the technology landscape in many developing countries today feature a similar range

of user devices, with poorer citizens interacting with ICT using channels that impose higher costs

than internet-enabled smartphones.

2.3 Research Design

The operation of the platform took place in three distinct phases that transpired over the course of

40 days in April and May of 2014 (the platform launched on April 7th, and the election was May

7th). These phases were: (1) promotion of the VIP:Voice and user registration in VIP:Voice; (2)

surveys of political engagement, voter preferences, and electoral issues in the run-up to the election;

(3) inducement to participate as an election monitor on election day, as well as surveys of voting

and voter experience on and after election day. Phases 1 and 2 can be considered periods of low-

cost,“digital” participation (ICT recruitment in Phase 1 followed by digital engagement with ICT

in Phase 2), and Phase 3 is high-cost, “real-world” participation. Figure A-1 provides a summary

timeline of the sequence of phases relative to election day, and Figure 1 displays the research

design of the overall project, showing the temporal division of the study into phases with blue lines

representing experiments, including incentives to register in Phase 1 and additional experimental

components in Phase 3.
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2.3.1 Phase 1: ICT Recruitment

In Phase 1, starting on April 7, 2014 (one month before the election), we began recruitment of

citizens into VIP:Voice. Unlike the large number of ICT studies that rely on pre-drawn samples,

we attempted to recruit a user pool entirely by digital means. To reach the largest possible group

of potential participants in Phase 1, we focused heavily on SMS/USSD interactions, which have the

widest penetration, including in rural areas where other digital media did not have the same reach.

We recruited people to this channel primarily through advertising with so-called “Please Call Me”

(PCM) messages. Facilitated by telecom providers, South Africans send an average of 14 million

overall unique PCMs per day. Senders text a PCM to a recipient, requesting a return phone call.

The recipient of a PCM sees the number requesting a call as well as an ad. Advertisers pay for

PCMs, not senders. As far as we know, VIP:Voice is the first major platform of its kind to use

PCMs as a recruitment tool. We purchased ad space for VIP:Voice for 49.8 million PCMs.

The PCM outreach was used to conduct an experiment in user recruitment. The “standard”

arm encouraged registration but required users to pay full messaging costs; the “free” arm removed

the user fees so that interaction with the platform bore no cost, and the “lottery” arm offering a

chance to win R55.4 See Appendix B.1 for the exact text of the PCM message in English, Afrikaans,

and Zulu. Within the USSD channel, then we have an extensive margin experiment in terms of

user groups that were engaged with different extrinsic incentives, and then retained different costs

for some parts of their subsequent interaction with the platform (to be described in more detail in

Phase 2).5

Then, over the social media channels and the Twitter/GTalk channel, the platform was pro-

moted through the purchase of standard advertising (see Figure A-2), and users could enroll into

VIP:Voice through native links within the apps. Users entering through these channels by def-

inition had smartphones and so the platform was easier to operate, did not ‘time out’ after 90

seconds as the USSD channel would, and could more easily find parts of the platform that required

4The text of the PCM message always read “Join VIP:Voice to help make elections 2014 free and fair. Dial ...”.
The standard treatment said “Standard rates charged,” the free treatment said “participate for free,” and the lottery
treatment said “stand a chance 2 win R55 airtime”.

5We also anticipate the cost and lottery treatments may affect participation in different ways. Both are forms of
extrinsic reward, and we expect both to increase participation relative to the “standard” USSD treatment (barring net
crowd-out). However, the free treatment offered a cost reduction (R0.2, about 1.5 US cents per USSD session) with
certainty while the lottery treatment offered a probabilistic reward of R55 or 5.17 US Dollars, where participants were
not explicitly given a probability but told ‘enter for a chance to win’. The research team assigned a budget to cover
lottery payments but we do not know the exact probability of payouts ex post. For the lottery treatment to supersede
the free treatment in expected value, agents would have to assume a relatively high probability of lottery payout (greater
than 1 in 275). As this is arguably an unrealistic assumption for most real-world lotteries, a rational agent might respond
more to the offer of free service. On the other hand, R0.2 is a trivial amount, even for relatively poor participants, and
many prior studies in behavioral economics have shown that agents tend to over-weight small probabilities (Camerer,
2004; Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). For these reasons, a lottery, even or especially one without the odds given, may
have a stronger effect on behavior. We treat this an empirical question.
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user-directed navigation rather than ‘push’ messaging from SMS. There were no recruitment ex-

periments performed on these channels, and so the study user groups are most naturally thought of

as consisting of three experimental strata (USSD Standard, USSD Free, USSD Lottery), and two

endogenous strata (Social Media, Twitter/GTalk). The USSD channel was only offered in English,

but the Social Media channel also had a Zulu and an Afrikaans option that users could select on

entry to the platform (English was the default). Because this option is universally observed for

users of Social Media channels and generates a very distinct profile of users, in much of our analysis

we further break out the Social Media channel into its linguistic sub-groups.

On entering the system, users from all channels were asked a teaser “engagement” question

about their voting intentions in the election. See Figure A-3 for a screenshot of how the en-

gagement question appeared on the USSD interface.6 They were then asked to sign Terms and

Conditions for the platform. The Terms and Conditions for the platform were a combination of

the standard commercial language that would be used by Praekelt for digital platforms, and the

Institutional Review Board language required for a research study, identifying this as a project

being conducted by the University of California and providing information on anonymity of data

and contact information in case of concerns. Having signed the Terms and Conditions, users were

considered ‘registered’ and handed off to Phase 2 activities.

2.3.2 Phase 2: Digital Engagement

Phase 2 invited registered individuals to participate in three types of digital engagement, each of

which had distinct outreach and incentivization structures. The first of these was a short Demo-

graphic survey. Immediately upon registering and answering the Engagement question, all users

were directed to these questions via a splash page that said ‘Answer and Win!’, meaning that a

lottery incentive was provided to all users for the Demographic questions regardless of channel or

original PCM treatment status. This survey attempted to capture the gender, race, and age of re-

spondents as well as whether they had voted in the 2009 presidential election (see Appendix B.2.1

for text). At the end of this survey, individuals who had entered from the social media/Twitter

channels were also asked if they wanted to provide their phone number. Those who did were then

included in all subsequent ‘push’ treatments sent out via SMS, along with all USSD users.

The second Phase 2 activity was a set of passive What’s Up survey questions that could be an-

swered by any user at any time, but were never pushed to the user via SMS or on the smartphone

apps. These questions asked about the performance of national and local governments, whether

6“It’s election time! Do u think ur vote matters?” Response options included, “YES, every vote matters,” “NO, but
I’ll vote anyway,” “NO, so I’m NOT voting,” “I’m NOT REGISTERED to vote,” and “I’m TOO YOUNG to vote;”.
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users were attending protests or rallies, trust in different political parties, incidence of voter intim-

idation, and intention to vote (see Appendix B.2.2). These questions were never incentivized for

users regardless of channel or PCM treatment status. Only a vanishingly small fraction of USSD

users ever navigated to these questions, and so the overwhelming fraction of responses to these

questions come from social media users.

The third cluster of activities in Phase 2 consisted of a set of Push questions sent out to all

users by SMS, regardless of the channel on which they entered. We had the telephone numbers

for all USSD participants by definition, and for registered Social Media users we solicited their

phone numbers and included the 11,528 or 26% of them who did so. The Push survey consisted

of five sequential questions sent every other day over the course of nine days with the initial start

date randomized; the second and fourth question was always an opinion polling question about the

party for whom the user intended to vote, and the remaining questions were randomly selected

from a bank including information about political rallies, political violence, vote buying, voter

intimidation, campaigning, and protest activity (see Appendix B.2.3). For these questions all users

retained their original randomized incentivization structure (standard rates for the Standard and

social media users, free for the USSD Free arm, and lottery for the Lottery arm).

2.3.3 Phase 3: Real-world Participation

In Phase 3 we sought to enlist citizens into meaningful and costly real-world forms of political

participation; namely voting, performing citizen monitoring of polling places, and reporting on

irregularities that had been observed while voting. Again, this phase consisted of several distinct

components with multiple layers of experimentation. The first of these was a Get Out the Vote

(GOTV) campaign that randomized the message used to induce individuals to go to the polls.

Because we do not have a credible measure of actual voting at the individual level, we do not

emphasize this GOTV experiment in the discussion of results.

The most pivotal Phase 3 activity was an effort to recruit a group of engaged users of the

VIP:Voice platform to monitor their polling places on election day. We began with a group of

“high compliers” who had interacted with the platform during Phase 2, and from within this group

we asked a subset of individuals to serve as Citizen Observers (COs). The tasks expected of COs

involved returning to polling stations on the day after the election to observe whether or not a

declaration of results form (tally sheet) had been posted, submitting information about the tally

via SMS, and taking a photo of the tally if equipped with a camera-enabled phone via photo quick

count, all protected by South African law (see Appendix B.3.2 for text, and A-4 for a screenshot
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of the appearance of the solicitation on USSD ).7 By reporting information from the tally sheet,

a CO also makes it possible to evaluate whether local posted results match centrally reported

results (Callen and Long, 2015). This represents a tangible election observing activity a citizen

can reasonably (and safely) participate in that provides useful information about the adherence

of local polling stations to electoral procedures. Hence, these activities provide valuable ways in

which ordinary citizens can participate meaningfully in observing electoral quality. This is a form

of real-world participation and consequential citizen monitoring of government actions.

We randomized an extrinsic incentive to volunteer as a CO, randomized as either a token

amount of R5 to cover phone fees or a more substantial inducement of R50. Those who indicated

an interest in serving as COs received a new set of Terms and Conditions to accept and provided

personal information to allow us to identify their polling stations. We subsequently refer to “CO

volunteers” as those who volunteered as COs, signed new T&Cs, and provided personal information.

We invited 50,995 participants to volunteer as COs, of which 2,507 agreed, signed T&Cs, and

provided all relevant location information required to identify their polling place. We were thus

able, through the platform alone, to recruit citizens willing to observe 12% of the polling stations

in 37% of the wards in the country.8 This experiment is particularly interesting given that it is

cross-cut against the PCM experiment, which generates extensive margin variation in the degree

of extrinsic motivation of users on the platform, and comes after the Engagement question which

can be used as a measure of intrinsic motivation.

Our original design was to field these volunteers on the day after the election through additional

messaging and instructions. Due to a data error, however, the platform sent these additional

messages and instructions to an entirely different group of 1,899 individuals (who had not previously

volunteered to be CO volunteers but were still registered in the VIP:Voice platform) asking them

to observe the voting tallies the day after the election; of these unwitting volunteers, 350 submtted

information via SMS about their polling stations. This second group were almost exclusively

registered USSD participants in the USSD Standard arm. These COs were also offered one of

two different incentives to complete their tasks (R5 or R50), and assignment to these incentives

was as-if random.9 This variation arose as a result of a data error and was not strictly controlled

by the researchers, however it does not appear to be correlated with user attributes within the

USSD Standard arm. We therefore present results on the randomized impact of incentives in the

invitation to volunteer, and on the non-experimental effects of the actual request to monitor on

7Similar to many countries, electoral law in South Africa requires posting of tally sheets by polling center managers.
Posting of sheets improves electoral transparency, allowing voters to observe their local result.

8We purposefully limited this activity’s reach as way to demonstrate proof of concept of citizen-monitoring and photo
quick count. We also required locational information, which was hard to process at the time (see also Erlich et al. (2018)).

9See Appendix Table A-10.
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actually monitoring, which should be interpreted with more caution.

Finally, in the days after the election we used SMS to push out a Voter Experience survey

that asked voters about the time they waited to vote, whether they encountered correct voting

materials at their polling places, any intimidation or violence, and their confidence in South Africa’s

Independent Electoral Commission (see Appendix B.3.4 for survey questions and Figure A-5 for the

phone interface). These questions retained the original incentivization treatment status of Phase

2. VIP:Voice stopped contacting users one week after the election.

3 Results

3.1 The Waterfall of Participation

The overall waterfall of participation in the platform is summarized in Table 1. The total Phase 1

recruitment effort, including close to 50 million PCM messages, logged roughly 263,000 individuals

contacting the platform, 134,047 responding to the initial teaser engagement question, and 90,646

completing the Terms and Conditions. The ‘Free’ treatment had a registration rate very similar

to (in fact slightly lower than) the ‘Standard’ arm, suggesting that the cost of interacting with a

USSD platform is sufficiently low that it does not impose a meaningful barrier to participation.

The ‘Lottery’ arm, on the other hand, more than doubled the enrollment rate to .12%, or 1 per 800

PCMs.10

Just under half of registrants entered through the PCM-linked USSD channels. A similar number

entered via Mxit, and the remainder of those we term ‘social media’ users came in through Mobi.

Only a very small number entered via GTalk or Twitter. USSD users who enrolled in the program

directly rather than by PCM may have come from print advertising or heard about the platform

through other channels but registered on a phone. This self-enrolled USSD group is not used in

any experimental analysis because PCM treatment status cannot be assigned. The default English

social media channel comprises 80% of the users on Mxit and Mobi, but 13% of social media users

elected to interact with the platform in Zulu, and 7% in Afrikaans.

Attrition continued in Phase 2. Of the 90,646 people registered, 34,727 (38%) completed the

four demographic questions and 15,461 (17%) answered the demographic questions and one of the

10Because multiple PCMs may be sent to the same person, we cannot define uptake in the usual way for this experiment.
Rather, we divide registered users by the number of PCMs sent under each treatment to calculate a yield rate, implying
an average yield rate of .053% per PCM for the USSD channel when users had to pay the full cost of the interaction,
or 1 in 1,900 PCMs. This cannot be interpreted as a standard yield rate because PCMs may be sent many times to the
same person and the same individual may have received PCMs with different treatment statuses. What we show here is
the yield per PCM, not the rate per person sent a PCM. These effects are internally valid but the treatment effect of one
intervention may be altered by the presence of the other PCMs being sent at the same time.
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other four Phase 2 surveys. 1,775 individuals volunteered to serve as Citizen Observers at their

polling places, and 331 actually did so. Almost 7,000 individuals filled out post-election surveys on

conditions at their polling places.

These participation numbers are impressive and sobering in equal measure. On the one hand,

after the Phase 1 recruitment drive, more than a quarter million South African citizens initiated

contact with the platform; more than 100,000 of these citizens provided information of some sort

and over 90,000 registered into the system (in Phase 2), and 2,500 people completed all the required

information and registered as COs (activated for Phase 3 monitoring). On the other hand, this

represents a tiny fraction of the individuals originally approached with PCM messages, and attrition

at every step of the process—from contact initiation, to the enthusiasm question, registration,

answering any of the Phase 2 questions, and volunteering as a CO—is on the order of 50% per

step. No matter how large the sample of participants, and even in the absence of any subsequent

attrition, this type of purely digital sample recruitment is likely to yield a sample of users that is

not rigorously representative of the population.

3.2 Demographics of Participation

The advantage of our PCM recruitment strategy is that it allowed us to reach a wide base of

potential participants throughout South Africa—in essence anyone with at least a standard cell

phone. A major disadvantage is that we only have information about participants if they provided

it to us within the platform in Phase 2. Hence, even in the simple descriptive endeavor of com-

paring demographic characteristics across technology channels, attrition across responses presents

a challenge: we can only compare attributes of those who agreed to give us their demographic

information, which we cannot assume is random across channels and therefore may differ from

the true (unobserved) distribution. Recognizing this issue in advance, we put the demographics

questions immediately after enrollment and always incentivized their responses for all users. In the

end we recovered demographic data for 35,000 people, and we can compare this pool to the overall

South African population as a validation check on the efficacy of ICT recruitment with respect to

representivity.

Table 2 begins with a comparison of the overall platform average across all channels; here we

see that while the age and gender of users closely match the national average, we have dramatically

under-recruited White users. While 8.9% of the national population is White, only 1% of platform

users who enter demographics self-identify as White. Because the census data is from 2011, despite

our close match to the national average age, given the very young population of the country we

have a dramatically smaller share of the platform who report having voted in the 2009 election;
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38.5% on the platform versus 77.3% in the census.

In the lower panel of this table we break out the demographics by channel, and show that

different technologies generate sharply distinct user groups. While the population is just less than

half female, two thirds of the USSD users in all arms were women. In contrast, the English and

Zulu-language social media channels skew male, at over 60%. Most striking is the dominance of

Black users on the USSD channels; roughly 94% for every USSD arm. The language chosen on

the social media platform conforms in the way we would expect to the underlying ethnic groups,

with the Zulu-language version being overwhelmingly Black (96%), Afrikaans being dominated by

Coloured (72%) and White (11%) users, and the English-language version (which was the default)

being the most diverse. The confirmation that language proxies for demographics in the expected

way is useful because the language choice is observed for all social media users (even those who did

not answer the demographic questions); consequently in most of what is to follow we break out the

three languages separately in our analysis of the social media channel. Twitter is the only channel

with meaningful levels of Asian participation (8%). The final column gives voting rates in the prior

election; however these are not directly comparable in that the only available population data is

turnout amount registered voters, while on our platform we cannot distinguish those registered in

the prior election. Given an average age of 24 on our platform in 2014, it is not surprising that

only 39% had voted in the prior election.

These results, in combination with a multi-channel outreach strategy that is otherwise compara-

ble across devices, imply that we must be very careful to use terms such as ‘ICT-driven participation’

in any simple way. The technology interface on the user side is critical; the USSD platforms provide

meaningful outreach to groups otherwise marginalized in South African politics; fully 60% of the

users on this channel are Black women. As we move towards technologies that require smart phones

(South African social media networks or Twitter) the demographics of users become dramatically

more male and less Black. The implication is that the device gateway required to access ICT

platforms plays a very fundamental role in driving the pool of participants.

3.3 Crowdsourcing Data through the Platform

What do we actually learn about South African politics from the nature of the responses on the

platform? A natural starting point is to look at opinion polling, since this is a unique opportunity

to observe the evolution of support for the different political parties in near real-time in the weeks

leading up to the election. Figure 2 plots the results of all questions asked on the platform about

support for political parties across platforms and days, comparing them to the actual outcome of

the election (a 62.1% vote share for the ANC). In large part these channel-specific polling results
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flow from the demographic differences we have shown across the channels; the strong overall Black

support for the ANC manifests itself in all Black-dominated channels (USSD and Zulu social media),

while the pro-DA tilt of the Coloured and White communities is clear in the results for Afrikaans

social media. Interestingly, the English social media channel, which is our most demographically

diverse, closely resembles the national vote total on election day (60%). The channels that are not

consistently pro-ANC all see a strong swing towards support of the ANC in the 10 days prior to the

election. Critically for the issue of representivity, because we have channels that err on both sides

of the correct vote total, given a nationally representative pre-election poll it would be possible

to weight our channels to give the correct national average while still being able to exploit the

temporal granularity of our data.11

A different advantage of mass-scale crowdsourcing can be seen in the spatial breadth of the

responses we recover. Presenting participation in terms of the enormous rates of non-compliance

relative to the initial sample illustrates a glass half-full; alternatively we can ask about the number

of places in which we are able to recover survey responses. Figure A-6 presents a map illustrating

the number of different Phase 2 responses across South Africa. As we will discuss further in our

analysis of election monitoring, this suggests that crowdsourced data may be particularly useful

when we desire information on geographically dispersed events, but do not need more than one

reporter in each location. To the extent that the composition or the durability of the reporter is

important then ICT techniques are at a disadvantage; if we seek a single reporter in many locations

to provide simple objective information, then crowdsourcing becomes increasingly attractive.

We provide a detailed look at the actual answers from the various surveys of political activity in

Tables A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5, and A-6. For all these tables, the three USSD experimental arms serve as

the omitted category, so the coefficients on USSD Non-Experimental and the social media channels

give the observational differences in response rates (first column) and actual responses (subsequent

columns) across technology channels.12 We provide a detailed analysis of the experimental difference

in response rates across treatment arms in subsequent sections.

Several features of these tables merit particular mention. First, as we will discuss in the subse-

quent section, there are strong differential response patterns across channels, with those navigating

through a web interface the most likely engage with passive content that must be navigated to, and

mobile phone users most likely to respond to push messages that are sent out by text. Secondly,

the levels of political engagement, trust in the national government and the ANC, and satisfaction

11While overall average changes across time blend compositional changes with actual shifts in support, the extensive
margin effects can be limited by using only the sample of users who respond each time queried to calculate the weights.

12For outcomes where there are sufficient responses over Twitter/Gtalk to include this channel in the regression results
we do so.
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with South African democracy are highest on the Zulu social media channel and lowest among the

Afrikaans users. Similar patterns hold in terms of opposition to the use of violence in politics, but

Zulu users are also much more likely to have reported personally engaging in non-violent political

protest. English social media users report lower levels of voter intimidation, vote buying, politi-

cal intimidation, and protests, and are substantially less supportive of the justifications for using

violence, but nonetheless report very low levels of satisfaction with democracy and lower levels of

support for both political parties. In all our platform recovers 1,021 reports of political violence

and 961 cases of politicians buying votes with food in the run-up to the election, and 1,737 re-

ported cases of voter intimidation on election day. While we did not design the platform to enable

real-time reporting of these events to the Independent Electoral Commission, our results suggest

that ICT-based crowdsourcing platforms can be a meaningful way of uncovering information about

voter preferences, politician behavior, and electoral irregularities at a national scale.

3.4 Observational Analysis of Participation

We now focus on participation itself as the key outcome of the study. Figure 3 shows the partic-

ipation rate across different forms of engagement, with the y-axis in a log scale and participation

defined as the fraction of those who answered the initial engagement question who subsequently

participate in each type of activity. While registration rates are similar across channels, when we

focus on the Phase 2 digital forms of engagement we see that participation remains substantially

higher among the users of social media channels with their greater ease of interacting with digital

content on a smartphone interface. However, once we move to asking individuals to volunteer to

serve as election monitors (an activity which entails substantially higher costs and whose costs are

no longer differentiated by channel), participation rates are now substantially higher for the USSD

users (5.1% for USSD, 3.5% for social media).

A second way of addressing this point is to use the response to the initial engagement question,

asked just before registration, to measure heterogeneity in levels of intrinsic motivation.13 Table

A-7 illustrates in a different way that users of higher-cost technological channels indeed have a

higher average level of intrinsic engagement in the political process. The most arduous path to

enter our platform is the USSD non-experimental arm, who did not click through a PCM but

manually contacted the system and enrolled. This group has the highest intrinsic engagement,

with 84% reporting that ‘every vote matters’. The Experimental USSD arms, that enrolled using

a click-through PCM but had to interact with the system on USSD, have the next-highest levels

13This question asked “It’s election time! Do u think ur vote matters?” Response options included, “YES, every vote
matters,” “NO, but I’ll vote anyway,” “NO, so I’m NOT voting,” “I’m NOT REGISTERED to vote,” and “I’m TOO
YOUNG to vote.”
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of engagement. Users of the social media channels, which lowered the cost of participation, have

the lowest levels of engagement. Interestingly, engagement is lowest among users of the Zulu social

media channel, whose demographic makeup is most similar to the USSD channels.

3.5 Experimental Analysis of Participation

Table A-8 provides estimates of the treatment effects from the initial PCM randomization.14 To

conduct a statistical analysis, we inflate the dataset to contain the correct number of millions of

PCMs sent by arm, with the observed success rates by arm included. This generates a data structure

that has the correct take-up rate per PCM sent, and permits a statistical test of significance across

arms. As would be expected given the enormous number of observations these tests have high

statistical power; even the tiny -.002 percentage point difference between the Free and Standard

arms is significant at the 95% level, and the more than doubling of response generated by the

Lottery incentive is strongly significant. The PCM experiment generates two initial take-aways.

First, mobile airtime charges do not serve as a significant barrier to registration on the system.

Second, more than half of those who entered in the Lottery arm can be thought of extrinsically

motivated in the sense that they would not have participated had they not been offered the lottery

incentive.

Next we turn to the analysis of responses to the polling questions that were pushed out during

Phase 2. For these questions, USSD users retained the treatment status they were assigned at entry

(none, Free, or Lottery) for all questions answered, and social media users were never incentivized.

We further randomized the sequence of questions, and the day on which questions were asked.

Table 3 presents an analysis of these overlapping experiments. Column 1 presents the most basic

experimental comparison using only the USSD sample, and shows that there is a similarly higher

response rate for both the Free and Lottery arms (who do not pay for each response), suggesting

that the cost of interaction begins to become salient once interaction is repeated. Nonetheless, this

effect is small, at just over half of a percentage point or 10% of the control group response rate.

All of the social media channels display lower rates of responding to these push questions, despite

the fact that we restrict this analysis to the subset of users who volunteered phone numbers and

hence to whom we were able to push questions via SMS. The implication is that text is not a good

way to interact with people who initiated contact online. The depression in social media response

rates is, however, much smaller for Zulu and Afrikaans users than it is for English users.

Moving to Column 3 we see that the response rate is similar on weekdays and weekends, and

14Note that we are not able to conduct any type of balance tests on the PCM randomization because we have no
information on the numbers to which these were sent or the characteristics of those individuals.
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that while the second question has similar response rates to the first, by the third question there is

a significant drop, and by the fourth and fifth the drop is almost 1.5 percentage points. So there is a

fatigue effect. Dummies for the question type are insignificant, suggesting that individuals are not

deterred from responding by the nature of the question being asked. Column 4 re-runs the regression

in Column 3 on the sample for whom we have demographic data, and Column 5 then includes the

demeaned demographics as controls (but does not report coefficients). Inclusion of these demeaned

demographic variables removes the differences across channels on observed attributes, and gives

the differential treatment effects for a regression-adjusted average age, sex, race, and 2009 voting

probability.15 The sample that reported demographics displays less of a difference across channel

than the full sample, the invariance to the inclusion of the demographic controls suggests that

cross-channel differences are not driven by observably different user composition across channels.

Next we turn to the analysis of the experiment that randomly incentivized users to volunteer

as citizen election monitors. Table A-9 shows that the monitoring invitations were well balanced

over variables observed at the time of the experiment. Of those invited to monitor, 2,507 agreed to

volunteer, signed the new TCs, and provided all relevant location information required to identify

their polling place. We were thus able, through the platform alone, to recruit citizens willing to

observe 12% of the polling stations in 37% of the wards in the country.

Column 1 of Table 4 shows that 5.1% of those asked to volunteer without incentives did so, and

the incentive pushed the rate to 6.7%, with the difference strongly significant. So even when we

move to this higher-cost form of action, incentives provided through ICT continue to be effective.

Once in Column 2 we break out the (experimental) USSD arms and the (observational) social media

arms, however, we see a more complex pattern. The Free arm volunteers at much higher rates,

suggesting that USSD costs may be a barrier to mobile phone users being willing to navigate the

system to volunteer. The overall rate of volunteering in the social media arm is lower, but this effect

is restricted to the default English user group, with Zulu and Afrikaans users volunteering at similar

rates as the USSD Standard control group. More surprisingly, we find that the largely extrinsically

motivated Lottery arm of the USSD and the largely intrinsically motivated USSD Non-experimental

group volunteer at similar rates as Standard, and the Free arm is actually more likely to volunteer.

In Column 3 we estimate the same regression on the sub-sample for whom demographic data are

available, and in Column 4 include the demographic determinants of volunteering. The (unreported)

results on demographics suggest that older individuals and those who voted in the prior election

are much more likely to volunteer, and White and Coloured respondents are weakly less likely to

15Given that the incentive treatments influenced the probability of answering the demographic variables, these results
should be treated with caution as they involve including a ‘bad control’. They do however give a sense of the extent to
which observable demographic differences drive the response differentials across channels.
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do so. Nonetheless actually controlling for those demeaned variables makes almost no difference

to the coefficients, suggesting that the differences across platforms are not arising from observable

demographic differences. Hence we find current incentives to have the expected effect, but the

relationship between prior incentives and volunteering is more complex than expected. We return

to this relationship in the subsequent section.

3.6 The Dynamics of Extrinsic Motivation

Turning to the dynamic impact of incentives, we expect the marginal effect of incentives will

be stronger in the group recruited through external incentives because this group includes more

extrinsically motivated individuals. To test this, we employ a difference in differences design: the

effect of incentivization should be larger for those who have already shown sensitivity to incentives.

We exploit the fact that the Demographics questions in Phase 2 were incentivized via lottery for

all participants, while the ‘What’s Up’ questions were un-incentivized for all participants. We

can look at the differential response rates to these two sets of questions for initially incentivized

(Free and Lottery) and un-incentivized (Standard) groups to understand how recruitment incentives

alter the differential efficacy of subsequent incentives. We expect the differential participation rate

between incentivized and un-incentivized questions will be larger in the group that was recruited

using extrinsic incentives than the group that was not. Because the lottery treatment was the most

effective at inducing participation, we are particularly interested in differential effects in this arm as

being unequivocally composed of more extrinsically motivated individuals than the standard arm.

Column (1) of Table 5 shows the Free and Lottery groups are about 8 percentage points more

likely than the Standard group to answer incentivized questions. Column (2) shows that the

difference in the willingness to answer un-incentivized questions is either zero or very small relative

to Standard. Consequently, when in Column (3) we show the difference in differences between

incentivized and un-incentivized questions, both incentive treatments result in differential response

rates on the order of 6.7 points (Free) to 8.4 points (Lottery). Thus, the drivers of response rates

to crowd-sourced data collection include not only contemporaneous incentives, but the history of

incentives that has shaped that user group over time. In this sense our evidence is doubly positive

on the use of enrollment incentives (higher overall subsequent participation plus higher subsequent

responsiveness to extrinsic incentives). As above, in Column (4) we first restrict the sample to

those with demographics, and then in Column (5) control for demeaned demographics, and we find

that the best-motivated result (greater differential sensitivity for the highly extrinsically motivated

Lottery group) survives these controls. Hence, those who were incentivized once respond most

strongly to subsequent incentives in their responsiveness to survey questions.
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Table 6 then brings together all of these sources of variation into a single analysis of dynamics,

exploiting differences across channel, across initial subsidy status, and across extrinsic motivation

to study heterogeneity in the response to the monitoring incentive. Column (1) uses only the

experimental USSD sample, and finds that the differential effect of these small initial incentives

disappears as individuals are asked to engage in real-world activities that bear much larger costs

than the magnitude of the randomized incentives. That is, once the cost of the action exceeded the

differential costs across channels and across incentives, the differential participation probabilities

generated in the recruitment process are no longer important in determining who engages in the

real-world. The logic for this apparently surprising result is that while incentives for costly forms

of participation are effective across all channels, they are not differentially so across the extensive

margin variation generated by the PCM experiment because none of those who were induced to

register by small PCM incentives will engage in the high-cost activity anyway.

In Column (2), we incorporate the role of intrinsic motivation (the dummy for reporting ‘every

vote matters’ in the initial Engagement question), and its interaction with extrinsic incentives to

volunteer. Here we see that not only does extrinsic motivation strongly predict the willingness

to volunteer, but that extrinsic incentives actually have a stronger effect among the intrinsically

motivated. Indeed, by looking at the first row in this column we see that incentives have only a weak

effect among those who don’t report being intrinsically motivated. Consistent with this logic, when

in Column (3) we examine the Social Media users (who have lower overall engagement, as shown

previously), we see that while there is still some role of intrinsic motivation in driving volunteering,

extrinsic incentives have no effect, either alone or in interaction with intrinsic motivation. So, far

from finding a crowd-out, it appears that a kind of complementarity exists between the intrinsic

desire to engage with political action and the responsiveness to extrinsic motivation. In Column

(4) we then pool the USSD Experimental sample with the Social Media users, and formally test for

the difference in the differential effect of incentives for the intrinsically engaged across USSD and

Social Media. Here we again find evidence of complementarity in that extrinsic incentivization is

significantly less effective on the channel that has lower levels of intrinsic motivation (social media).

Comparison across columns (5) and (6) again suggest that observable demographic differences across

channels are not driving our results.

Some dimensions of these results are strongly intuitive: incentives matter, intrinsic motivation

matters, and the USSD channel that imposed the highest user cost has both higher overall intrinsic

motivation and higher willingness to participate in costly political action. Some dimensions are

more surprising; the Lottery arm, which should contain the most extrinsically motivated individuals

among the USSD users, is not the most responsive to subsequent incentives, as we would expect.
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Instead it is the Free arm, which did not appear to have induced additional participation in the

first place, that sees the greatest volunteering. One explanation for this result is that while cost

of interacting with the platform is not an inhibitor to initial registration, over the dynamic period

of interaction required to volunteer several weeks later, USSD usage costs do become important to

willingness to continue to engage. It is also surprising prima facie that incentives are so much less

effective on the social media channels where overall motivation is lower. However, once we recognize

the complementarity between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation that runs through the results in

Table 6, it appears to square many of these findings. For user groups like the USSD Lottery arm and

the social media users where we might otherwise expect intrinsic motivation to be low and hence

extrinsic incentives to be important are dampened by their lack of complementarities, leaving the

strongly intrinsically motivated groups like USSD Standard and Free as the ones most responsive

to incentives. The lack of crowd-out, and indeed direct complementarity, between incentives to

participate is an important policy result, suggesting that efforts to promote participation through

extrinsic means will in fact reinforce underlying desires to engage.

4 Citizen Election Monitoring

4.1 Incentives and Monitoring Quality

We now turn our attention to the actual monitoring of polling places conducted by platform partic-

ipants on election day. As described in Section 3, the actual invitations to monitor were subjected

to a data error, and were almost exclusively confined to individuals in the USSD Standard arm.

Nonetheless, the data let us recover a well-defined control group (invited individuals were either

assigned the low incentive of R5 instead of the high incentive of R55), and the individuals assigned

to the high-powered incentive within this group appear to be random. Table A-10 examines a set

of pre-defined characteristics, including Phase 2 response rates, whether they were included in the

original volunteer sample, and then their responses to the engagement and demographic questions,

and finds no significant differences between the high- and low-incentive groups. Nonetheless, this

comparison is not randomized in a controlled way and we therefore consider this component of the

study to be quasi-experimental.

Invitations and instructions to monitor were sent to 1,830 individuals (who had not previously

volunteered to be CO volunteers) asking them to observe the voting tallies the day after the election;

of these unwitting volunteers, 322 submitted information via SMS about their polling stations. The

invitation to monitor was comprised of several elements. Those who had smartphones were invited

to photograph the tally of the polling precinct results which must by South African law be posted
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at the end of voting. Figure A-7 provides an example of a photograph provided by a VIP:Voice

user. For those without smartphones, they could use the platform to record the information on the

sheet, providing the precinct number and the vote totals for each party via SMS. As shown before,

the geographic coverage that we achieved from the platform was impressive; Figure A-8 shows a

map of the country and Figure A-9 a map of the Durban area, illustrating the wards in which we

had a citizen observer provided a report.

The results of the invitations to monitor are presented in Table 7. Incentives are similarly

effective in the CO volunteer experiment in Phase 3. When offered payment of R5, only 17.6% of

those deployed to observe entered any data on their polling places. In contrast, among those offered

the more substantial payment of R55, this rate jumped to 27.4%. Unfortunately the data quality

of the SMS-based tallies was poor; a large majority of the users who provided this information did

not do so in a manner that would have generated machine-readable data formats on the vote totals

along with a recognizable precinct number. Within the sample that observed, the rate of successful

entry of ANC voting data via SMS more than doubled, from 2% to 4.7% for those offered the larger

incentive.16 Hence while incentives are effective at improving both the response rates and the data

quality, it is clear that quality control and lack of training are in practice a constraint on the ability

of this type of crowd-sourced approach to provide a meaningful check on electoral malfeasance.

Nonetheless, we successfully garnered a set of volunteers to serve as election monitors. We re-

ceived data from actual observers, who returned to polling stations on the day after the election to

observe whether or not a declaration of results form (tally sheet) had been posted, submitting infor-

mation about the tally via SMS, and taking a photo of the tally if equipped with a camera-enabled

phone. The results from citizen and actual volunteering shows us that with no training or previous

contact other than through the platform, we were able to generate good polling station coverage.

This suggests potentially powerful form of citizen-based monitoring, and could achieve monitoring

at scale. We therefore proceed to conduct a cost-effectiveness analysis of this form of unstructured,

zero-training citizen observation as compared to several other modalities for monitoring polling

places.

4.2 Comparative Cost Effectiveness

We can benchmark crowd-sourcing as a means to achieve successful monitoring relative to other,

more direct techniques. To do so, we can use cost per successfully monitored polling station to

yardstick our citizen crowd-sourcing approach relative to standard and well-documented alternatives

16We do not control for demographics in this table because of data limitations. However, 100% of COs who provided
demographic data were Black. We also do not control for entry strata as virtually all of the actual observers came from
the standard USSD treatment group.
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for election monitoring.17 The rows of 8 compare potential ways of scaling our platform nationally.

Based on the results presented here, we simulate costs for three variants of platform: where all

users are unincentivized, where all users are incentivized both in enrollment and in monitoring

(thus creating the feedback loop described above), and a counterfactual scenario where all platform

users who volunteered to monitor actually did so. To broaden the comparisons, we also provide

costs from a parallel field exercise where we worked with a local organization to hire and train

South African monitors to observe stations using pen-and-paper techniques, and from Callen et al.

(2016) with locally trained and paid monitors using a mobile-phone application and international

election monitoring costs in Uganda.

The first column in Table 8 shows the recruitment and training cost per user, where we amor-

tize the platform development costs over the number of monitors that would have materialized

had we run the entire national platform under each of these scenarios.18 The second column gives

the number of stations to be monitored per individual, the third column the rate at which suc-

cessful monitoring occurs, and the fourth column gives the final cost per station monitored. Low

overall participation on an unincentivized platform makes the cost per station very high at more

than $7,000. Incentives improve participation enough to more than pay for themselves in cost-

effectiveness terms, driving the cost per station to about $5,400. However, under a counterfactual

scenario in which all those who volunteered to monitor successfully did so, costs per user would fall

to just $166, slightly higher than the figure for our locally trained professional monitors ($101) or

similar local monitors employed in Uganda per Callen et al. 2016 at $40 (but significantly cheaper

than international monitors in Uganda at $6,200).

The promise of crowd-sourcing to achieve mass coverage is seen in the last column of Table A-4,

which shows a marginal cost per additional station of only $15 once the VIP: Voice platform fixed

costs are sunk, 85% lower than the marginal cost of professional monitors. Overall, the crowd-

sourcing approach is not cost-effective with only a few monitored stations, but with viral adoption

and as coverage of stations grows, citizen-based ICT observation achieves cost effectiveness relative

to a similar scale of professional work either by local or international monitors.

We read these results as suggesting that platforms such as VIP:Voice are best thought of as a way

to supplement (rather than replace) structured user bases from non-governmental and international

17It is worth noting that our platform had other purposes, and crowdsourced information on many more outcomes
than polling results alone, and so in this sense the cost-effectiveness comparison is conservative in our case.

18We calculate a cost per invited observer on our platform by multiplying the number of volunteer citizen observers
(2,507) times the rate at which those whom we invited to monitor did so (12% and 22% for unincentivized and incentivized
observers, respectively) to calculate the number of citizens who would have agreed to monitor if all who had volunteered
had been invited. We then apportion the total VIP:Voice costs ($420,507), which aggregates platform development
($383,256) and media costs ($37,251), to these citizen monitors’ share of the total cost in column (1), and include the
cost of the incentive ($4) in the second row.
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organizations. One of the important promises of crowd-sourced, ICT-based monitoring of elections

is its potential to achieve relatively inexpensive and broad national coverage through scaling and

viral adoption. Citizens have the potential to provide eyes and ears in every polling station in all

corners of a country. Nonetheless, it is clear that this type of unstructured data feedback suffers

from quality issues, and the presence of international election observers may inherently serve as a

check on electoral corruption in a way that domestic citizen observation is unable to replicate.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents the results from VIP:Voice, a nationally-scaled ICT election platform built to

recruit citizens across a variety of digital channels in order to encourage political participation in

democracy-enhancing activities. Our study examines how ICT recruitment interacts with digital

participation and engagement in real-world political activity. While recent research finds ICT

interventions can increase political participation, our study is unique in providing comparable access

across multiple technological channels, along with a rich set of randomized extrinsic incentives to

participate. Understanding the intersection between channel costs, incentives, and the types of

political engagement that can be engendered is critical for a better understanding of how ICT can

be used to promote beneficial forms of political engagement.

Despite impressive overall recruitment in VIP:Voice, we find attrition across time and activities

forms a critical component to the story. ICT-generated crowds are both fragile and malleable.

Requiring users to bear the costs of digital interaction may not be important to initial engage-

ment, but becomes increasingly important over the course of time as we seek to retain users and

particularly to engage them in more costly forms of political activity. Initial incentivization makes

users more malleable in the sense that they then respond more strongly to subsequent incentives

to enter crowdsourced information through the platform. Critically, we uncover a number of pieces

of evidence that extrinsic incentives are actually complementary to intrinsic motivation to partici-

pate. Indeed, our study finds not only low willingness to engage in high-cost participation for those

who initially report being disengaged, but also that incentives are completely ineffective among

the disengaged and strongly effective among the engaged. Only the politically engaged respond to

extrinsic incentives. We believe that several factors may explain this surprising lack of crowd-out

in our study. First, few of the forms of political behavior we were inviting people to participate in

would have been externally observable, which may have limited the scope for the kinds of image-

based motivations that are discussed in Ariely, Bracha and Meier (2009). Second, the extrinsic

incentives were similarly not externally observable, limiting the extent to which they would inhibit
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the appearance of ‘doing good’. Finally, the fact that incentives to serve as a Citizen Observer are

only effective for individuals who report being motivated about the election may simply indicate

that there is a threshold level of motivation below which individuals are too far from the partici-

pation constraint to be motivated by small monetary payments. In any case, this complementarity

is an important result of the study.

Our results also inform discussions within the ICT community about the implications of tech-

nology channel choice. Starkly different demographic profiles across channels suggests there is no

simple answer to the question “Can technology improve participation by under-represented groups?”

Rather, the relevant question is: “Which blend of technologies will yield the final user profile that

we want?” Ultimately, the transformative potential of ICT depends on how citizens use technology.

We show that with appropriate channel choice, an ICT approach can achieve outreach far beyond

the young, male demographic that dominate smartphone-based social media, broadening participa-

tion further using extrinsic incentives. Political engagement initiated in the digital realm, including

participation incentives delivered via ICT, do cross over to activity in the real world. ICT can

therefore play a central role increasing citizens’ participation and their contribution to the quality

of democracy.

Finally, our findings offer guidance on the practical possibility of using ICT platforms to promote

democracy-enhancing activities such as election monitoring. The strength of our crowd-sourced ap-

proach lies in its very broad geographic reach and low marginal costs of acquiring additional users.

The weakness is the difficulty of retaining users via this indirect type of interaction, and conse-

quently issues with data quality as well as with guaranteeing the presence of a citizen reporter in

any specific place. However, our results show that extrinsic incentives are not only strongly effective

at driving participation, but actually enhance data quality as well. This suggests that strategically

targeted incentives to users in specific locations, over the top of a pre-existing ICT platform of this

type, may on the margin be a very cost-effective way to generate reporting on political behavior.

While recent years have given social media a bad name in generating political misinformation, this

study illustrates the ways in which careful curation of information feedback pathways can allow

ICT to engender new forms of mass-scale political participation and provide an effective check on

malfeasance in the electoral process without becoming a conduit for misinformation.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Waterfall of Study Participation

Notes: Table provides the waterfall of study participation, beginning from initial contact with the system and moving through the activities in the three phases of

the project.
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Table 2: Demographics by Channel
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Table 3: Response rates to Push and Thermometer questions in Phase 2.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
USSD

Experimental
Whole
Sample

Question
timing

Sample
with demog

Controlling
for demog

USSD Free Arm 0.008∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.007∗∗ -0.012 -0.013
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.009) (0.009)

USSD Lottery Arm 0.006∗∗ 0.006∗∗ 0.006∗∗ -0.009 -0.012
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.008) (0.008)

USSD Non-Experimental 0.007∗∗ 0.007∗∗ -0.020∗ -0.024∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.010) (0.010)

English Social Media -0.077∗∗∗ -0.078∗∗∗ -0.138∗∗∗ -0.131∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.007) (0.007)

Afrikaans Social Media -0.002∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -0.010∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003)

Zulu Social Media -0.001∗∗ -0.001∗∗ -0.004∗∗∗ -0.006∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Weekday 0.001 -0.007∗∗∗ -0.007∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Second question -0.001 -0.004 -0.004
(0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

Third question -0.003∗∗∗ -0.008∗∗∗ -0.009∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Fourth/Fifth question -0.014∗∗∗ -0.016∗∗∗ -0.016∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Question is Poll 0.001 -0.002 -0.002
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Question is Rallies 0.001 0.005∗ 0.005∗

(0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

Question is Violence -0.001 0.002 0.002
(0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

Question is campaigning 0.001 0.000 0.000
(0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

Observations 167121 364376 364376 105822 105822
Mean for USSD standard 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.085
R squared 0.000 0.036 0.037 0.068 0.071

Notes: Table provides the response rates to the Push and Thermometer polling questions, analyzed in a long panel

where the unit of analysis is the attempt to solicit each answer from each user. The USSD Standard arm is the omitted

category, so the first two rows estimate experimental differences for the randomly incentivized USSD groups, and the

remaining rows are the observational differences across technology platforms. Column (1) contains only the

experimental sample while remaining columns use all available data. Column (4) is estimated only for the users who

provided demographic data, and Column (5) controls for (but does not report) demeaned demographic variables and so

gives the impact on an average person, having removed observable demographic differences across channels. Robust

standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the level of the individual respondent. Each individual was asked to answer

five questions.
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Table 4: Volunteering to Monitor.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Monitor
Volunteered

Monitor
Volunteered

Sample
with demog

Controlling
for demog

Incentivized to monitor 0.016∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.004)

USSD Free Arm 0.012∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.014) (0.014)

USSD Lottery Arm -0.000 -0.013 -0.017
(0.003) (0.011) (0.011)

USSD Non-Experimental 0.003 0.004 -0.003
(0.005) (0.015) (0.015)

English Social Media -0.014∗∗∗ -0.074∗∗∗ -0.065∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.010) (0.010)

Zulu Social Media -0.005 -0.005 -0.007
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Afrikaans Social Media -0.007 -0.007 -0.001
(0.006) (0.006) (0.008)

Twitter/Gtalk 0.101 0.040 0.037
(0.062) (0.063) (0.064)

Observations 50814 50814 18781 18781
Mean for USSD standard 0.051 0.051 0.111 0.111
R squared 0.001 0.003 0.029 0.035

Notes: Table estimates the probability of volunteering to monitor in Phase 3 as a function of the arm and channel of

the study, estimated only for the sample invited to monitor. The USSD Standard arm is the omitted category, so both

the ‘incentivized to monitor’ and Free/Lottery comparisons are experimental, while the remaining differences in the

table are observational. Column (1) presents the simple experimental analysis, while Column (2) includes

channel-specific fixed effects. Column (3) is estimated only for the users who provided demographic data, and Column

(4) controls for (but does not report) demeaned demographics and so gives the impact on an average person, having

removed observable demographic differences across channels. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 5: Incentivized versus Unincentivized Phase 2 Responses.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Answered
Incentivized

Answered
Unincentivized

Diff Prob
(Inc - Uninc)

Sample
with demog

Controlling
for demog

USSD Free Arm 0.079*** 0.019*** 0.067*** -0.016 -0.017*
(0.007) (0.004) (0.007) (0.010) (0.010)

USSD Lottery Arm 0.082*** -0.003 0.084*** 0.031*** 0.026***
(0.006) (0.003) (0.005) (0.008) (0.008)

Age 0.003***
(0.000)

Male -0.022***
(0.006)

Coloured -0.064***
(0.016)

White -0.066**
(0.031)

Asian -0.022
(0.039)

Voted 2009 0.012**
(0.006)

Observations 40339 40339 40339 8579 8579
Mean for USSD Standard 0.067 0.018 0.057 0.057 0.057
R squared 0.005 0.001 0.005 0.006 0.019
Ftest Free vs Lottery 0.562 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000

Notes: Table uses only the experimental USSD sample. Column (1) analyzes the probability of any responses to Phase
2 questions that were incentivized, and Column (2) the probability of any responses to Phase 2 questions that users
were not incentivized to answer. Column (3) takes as the dependent variable the difference between these two dummies
(Incentivized - Unincentivized). column (4) repeats this analysis for the users who provided demographic data, and
Column (5) controls for (demeaned) demographics and so gives the impact on an average person, having removed
observable demographic differences across channels. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 6: The Dynamics of Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
USSD
Only

USSD
Only

SM
Only Pooled

Sample
with demog

Controlling
for demog

Incentivized to monitor 0.023∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗ 0.002 0.013∗∗ -0.017 -0.015
(0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.020) (0.020)

USSD Free Arm 0.019∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.019) (0.019)

USSD Lottery Arm -0.001 -0.005 -0.005 -0.026∗ -0.029∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.014) (0.014)

Free*Incentive -0.013 -0.013 -0.013 -0.009 -0.012
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.028) (0.028)

Lottery*Incentive 0.000 -0.002 -0.002 0.011 0.010
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.021) (0.021)

Engaged 0.026∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.005) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005)

Incentive*Engaged 0.012∗∗ 0.000 0.015∗∗∗ 0.062∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.007) (0.005) (0.013) (0.013)

SM*Incentive -0.007 0.022 0.019
(0.007) (0.021) (0.021)

Social Media user -0.004 -0.061∗∗∗ -0.053∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.013) (0.013)

SM*Incentive*Engaged -0.021∗∗∗ -0.067∗∗∗ -0.066∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.013) (0.013)
Observations 35379 35379 11528 46899 18045 18045
Mean for base group 0.051 0.051 0.035 0.051 0.111 0.111
R squared 0.003 0.007 0.002 0.007 0.035 0.040

Notes: Table analyzes the probability of volunteering to serve as a Citizen Election Monitor, conditional on having

been invited. Columns (1) and (2) use only the experimental USSD sample, (3) only the Social Media channels, and

the remainder pool these two together. Column (5) is estimated only for the users who provided demographic data, and

Column (6) controls for (demeaned) demographics and so gives the impact on an average person, having removed

observable demographic differences across channels. ‘Engaged’ is a dummy for answering ‘Yes every vote matters’ to

the initial Engagement question asked at Registration. The Incentive is a dummy for receiving a financial incentive of

5R to serve as a Monitor. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 7: Actually Performing Monitoring.

(1) (2) (3)
Monitoring
Performed

Entered Usable
Data, whole sample

Entered Usable
Data, among respondents

High Incentives 0.098∗∗∗ 0.027∗∗∗ 0.104∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.006) (0.031)

Observations 1830 1830 322
Mean for Low Incentive 0.176 0.020 0.116
R squared 0.016 0.009 0.022

Notes: Table analyzes an outcome for actually performing monitoring (Column (1)), and entering usable monitoring

data (Columns (2) and (3)), with the final column estimated only among those who entered any monitoring data. The

dummy ‘High incentive’ is an indicator for having been offered the 50R (rather than 5R) incentive to perform

monitoring. This treatment was not directly randomized. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 8: Comparative Cost Effectiveness

Recruitment & Number of Stations Fraction of Stations Cost per Effectively Marginal Cost

Monitoring Modality Training Cost per per Monitor Effectively Monitored Monitored Station of Additional

Monitor Station

South Africa:

Citizen Monitors, unincentivized $1,381.50 1 4.2% $7,635.42

Citizen Monitors, incentivized $764.46 1 14.2% $5,383.52

Citizen Volunteers, if perfect compliance rate $165.78 1 100.0% $165.78 $14.69

ICT-enabled Local Monitors $293.99 3.3 88.0% $101.24 $101.24

Uganda (Callen et al. 2015):

Traditional Professional Monitors $6,220.00

CT-enabled Local Monitors $40.00

Note: the ‘South Africa’ results provide cost estimates from our own intervention. The cost of a Citizen Volunteer is calculated by multiplying the number of
volunteer monitors times the rate at which those we invited to monitor to get the number of successful citizen monitors we would have yielded if all were invited
under each treatment status. We then apportion the total platform development costs ($420,507) to these citizen monitors’ share of the development cost to get
column (1). The third row is a counterfactual exercise assuming that every volunteer citizen monitor was able to effectively monitor the station. The fourth row
uses numbers from a parallel experiment in which we worked with a non-governmental organization to train local college students to use the platform for election
monitoring (these monitors were paid and had expenses reimbursed). The Uganda results are from Callen et al. (2016), and report the costs for international
monitors based on the European Union Election Observation Mission to the country, and for ICT-enabled local recruits are based on the use of a simpler, feature
phone-based election monitoring system.
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Figure 1: Study Design
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Figure 2: Daily Opinion Polling

Figure 3: Participation Rates by Activity and Channel
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Online Appendix

A Online Appendix Tables and Figures

Table A-1: National Mobile Phone and Internet Penetration Rate

coef coef

(SE) (SE)

ANC Vote Share −0.020 −0.044

(0.005) (0.006)

DA Vote Share 0.030 −0.035

(0.009) (0.01)

Pop (’000) −0.001 −0.004

(0.00) (0.00)

Pop under 25 (’000) 0.006 0.013

(0.001) (0.001)

Fraction Male 0.200 0.030

(0.018) (0.021)

Frac Black 0.119 0.084

(0.009) (0.01)

Frac Coloured 0.021 0.053

(0.006) (0.008)

Frac English Speaking −0.003 0.091

(0.006) (0.008)

Frac w/ HS Diploma 0.244 0.211

(0.011) (0.015)

Frac w/ Electricity 0.083 −0.001

(0.005) (0.004)

Frac w/ Computers 0.026 0.518

(0.015) (0.016)

Frac w/ Internet Access 0.064

(0.012)

Constant 0.513 0.012

(0.012) (0.014)

Number of observations 4,276 4,276

Mean of Dep Var: 0.888 0.248

OLS regressions using census data at the ward level
on all wards in South Africa, weighted by ward-level
population to be nationally representative.
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Table A-2: Responses to What’s Up questions (Passive Unincentivized Phase 2).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
WhatsUp

Ever
(binary)

Campaign
Rallies
(0-3)

Voter
Intimidation

(0-3)

Violence
is justified

(0-3)

Satisfied
Democracy

(0-3)

Trust
ANC
(0-4)

Trust
DA

(0-4)

USSD Non-Experimental -0.002 -0.251 0.010 -0.463∗∗ 0.317∗∗ 0.139 0.045
(0.002) (0.161) (0.162) (0.213) (0.128) (0.204) (0.253)

English Social Media 0.100∗∗∗ -0.168∗∗∗ -0.098∗ -0.170∗∗∗ -0.271∗∗∗ -0.741∗∗∗ -0.231∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.053) (0.053) (0.061) (0.048) (0.063) (0.077)

Afrikaans Social Media 0.056∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗∗ 0.165∗∗∗ 0.177∗∗∗ -0.175∗∗∗ -0.550∗∗∗ 1.095∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.057) (0.058) (0.060) (0.057) (0.084) (0.077)

Zulu Social Media -0.014∗∗∗ 0.410∗∗∗ -0.196∗∗∗ -0.274∗∗∗ 0.130∗∗ 0.677∗∗∗ -0.086
(0.004) (0.053) (0.063) (0.061) (0.052) (0.067) (0.074)

Twitter/Gtalk -0.009∗∗ -0.323 -0.605 -0.725∗ -0.527 -1.089∗∗ 0.154
(0.004) (0.396) (0.388) (0.429) (0.388) (0.509) (0.642)

Observations 90646 5150 5112 5089 5172 5275 5229
Mean for USSD standard 0.008 1.667 1.744 1.704 2.281 3.202 2.023
R squared 0.040 0.013 0.005 0.009 0.012 0.046 0.037

Notes: Table analyzes the response rates (Column 1) and actual answers to the ‘What’s Up’ questions, which were asked without response incentives in Phase 2 and

required users to navigate through a menu to answer them. The USSD Experimental groups are the omitted category, so the comparisons provided in the table are

observational differences across channels. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A-3: Responses to VIP questions (Passive Unincentivized Phase 2).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

VIP
Ever

(binary)

Registered
to vote
(binary)

Likely
to vote
(0-3)

Zuma
Performance

(0-3)

Local Govt
Performance

(0-3)

Attend
Rally

(binary)

Attended
Protests

(0-2)

USSD Non-Experimental -0.001 -0.040 -0.075 -0.259∗∗ -0.113 -0.149∗∗∗ -0.267∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.038) (0.088) (0.116) (0.116) (0.049) (0.085)

English Social Media 0.189∗∗∗ -0.160∗∗∗ -0.415∗∗∗ -0.637∗∗∗ -0.464∗∗∗ -0.175∗∗∗ -0.205∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.012) (0.028) (0.038) (0.039) (0.016) (0.029)

Afrikaans Social Media -0.037∗∗∗ -0.040∗ -0.239∗∗∗ -0.300∗∗∗ 0.298∗∗∗ -0.047∗∗ -0.106∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.021) (0.063) (0.052) (0.054) (0.023) (0.037)

Zulu Social Media 0.016∗∗∗ 0.077∗∗∗ 0.216∗∗∗ 0.707∗∗∗ 0.160∗∗∗ 0.139∗∗∗ 0.097∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.013) (0.032) (0.036) (0.040) (0.015) (0.026)

Twitter/Gtalk -0.009 0.007 -0.176 -1.205∗∗∗ -0.625∗∗∗ -0.423∗∗∗ -0.484∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.069) (0.220) (0.134) (0.174) (0.093) (0.142)

Observations 90646 9300 9175 9150 9291 9224 9206
Mean for USSD standard 0.013 0.792 3.730 1.969 1.924 0.727 1.012
R squared 0.075 0.016 0.018 0.066 0.017 0.020 0.009

Notes: Table analyzes the response rates (Column 1) and actual answers to the ‘VIP’ questions, which were asked without response incentives in Phase 2 and

required users to navigate through a menu to answer them. The USSD Experimental groups are the omitted category, so the comparisons provided in the table are

observational differences across channels. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A-4: Responses to Thermometer questions (Pushed twice Unincentivized Phase 2).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Answered
first push
(binary)

Support
ANC

(binary)

Support
DA

(binary)

Answered
second push

(binary)

Support
ANC

(binary)

Support
DA

(binary)

USSD Non-Experimental 0.007 -0.001 0.006 -0.004 -0.010 0.018
(0.005) (0.023) (0.017) (0.004) (0.029) (0.021)

English Social Media -0.092∗∗∗ -0.179∗∗∗ 0.092∗∗∗ -0.061∗∗∗ -0.188∗∗∗ 0.102∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.037) (0.030) (0.002) (0.030) (0.024)

Afrikaans Social Media -0.004∗∗∗ 0.170 -0.112 -0.003∗ -0.282∗∗∗ -0.104∗

(0.001) (0.139) (0.091) (0.002) (0.087) (0.063)

Zulu Social Media -0.003∗∗∗ 0.157∗ -0.203∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ 0.172∗∗ -0.188∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.093) (0.029) (0.001) (0.074) (0.032)

Observations 72306 4227 4227 72306 3286 3286
Mean for USSD standard 0.021 0.700 0.116 0.017 0.728 0.117
R squared 0.039 0.007 0.005 0.021 0.022 0.010

Notes: Table analyzes the response rates (Column 1) and actual answers to the two ‘Thermometer’ polling questions, which were pushed out by text message to all

users for whom we had a phone number and not incentivized. The USSD Experimental groups are the omitted category, so the comparisons provided in the table

are observational differences across channels. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A-5: Responses to Push questions (Pushed Thrice incentivized Phase 2).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Ever answer

push
(binary)

Campaigning
door-to-door

(binary)

Voter
indimidatation

(binary)

Vote buying
with food
(binary)

Political
rallies

(binary)

Political
violence
(binary)

Political
protests
(binary)

USSD Non-Experimental 0.004 -0.079∗∗ 0.015 0.007 0.044 -0.093∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.040) (0.042) (0.042) (0.040) (0.043) (0.040)

English Social Media -0.178∗∗∗ 0.061 -0.005 0.019 0.035 0.030 -0.014
(0.002) (0.056) (0.052) (0.055) (0.048) (0.057) (0.062)

Afrikaans Social Media -0.004∗ 0.026 -0.031 -0.130 0.070 -0.329 -0.176
(0.002) (0.139) (0.194) (0.256) (0.142) (0.200) (0.228)

Zulu Social Media -0.001 -0.104 0.176 0.020 0.057 0.052 0.003
(0.002) (0.136) (0.111) (0.120) (0.129) (0.133) (0.129)

Observations 73802 1704 1693 1562 1823 1622 1614
Mean for USSD standard 0.043 0.634 0.646 0.685 0.636 0.688 0.676
R squared 0.077 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.005 0.004

Notes: Table analyzes the response rates (Column 1) and actual answers to the three ‘Push’ polling questions, which were pushed out by text message to all users

for whom we had a phone number and incentivized using the initial treatment status for USSD users. The USSD Experimental groups are the omitted category, so

the comparisons provided in the table are observational differences across channels. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A-6: Responses to Voter Experience Survey (Incentivized post-election).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Ever
answer

(binary)

Length of
Queue

(minutes)

Materials
Correct
(binary)

Confidence
in IEC
(0-3)

Voter
intimidation

(binary)

Electoral
tension
(0-2)

Electoral
violence
(binary)

USSD Non-Experimental 0.011∗ 0.868 0.004 -0.053 -0.012 -0.188∗∗∗ -0.029
(0.006) (1.212) (0.011) (0.042) (0.025) (0.049) (0.025)

English Social Media -0.120∗∗∗ 1.886∗ -0.009 -0.051 0.048∗∗ -0.002 0.024
(0.002) (1.114) (0.011) (0.040) (0.023) (0.044) (0.023)

Afrikaans Social Media -0.012∗∗∗ -4.244 -0.018 0.030 -0.128 0.079 -0.229∗∗

(0.001) (6.551) (0.075) (0.201) (0.123) (0.255) (0.096)

Zulu Social Media -0.011∗∗∗ -3.887 0.059∗∗∗ 0.208∗ -0.191∗∗ -0.005 -0.038
(0.001) (3.500) (0.011) (0.120) (0.083) (0.211) (0.093)

Observations 90646 4545 4381 4726 4571 4172 4591
Mean for USSD standard 0.183 19.887 0.949 2.527 0.433 1.224 0.415
R squared 0.054 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001

Notes: Table analyzes the response rates (Column 1) and actual answers to the ‘Voter Experience’ questions, which were pushed out by text message to all users for

whom we had a phone number and incentivized using the initial treatment status for USSD users. The USSD Experimental groups are the omitted category, so the

comparisons provided in the table are observational differences across channels. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A-7: Engagement by Channel

Yes, every vote No but I’ll vote No so I’m not
matters anyway voting Not Registered

(1) (2) (3) (4)
USSD non-experimental 83.54% 8.59% 1.12% 6.75%
USSD Experimental 79.19% 9.05% 1.91% 9.84%
English Social Media 70.24% 7.39% 6.98% 15.41%
Zulu Social Media 58.99% 18.44% 6.67% 15.89%
Afrikaans Social Media 64.58% 6.81% 1.64% 10.76%
Twitter/GTalk 78.45% 9.25% 1.64% 10.66%

Cells give fraction of each channel (rows) that give each response to the engagement question “It’s election time! Do u think ur vote matters?” (columns) from the VIP:Voice
data among those who answered the question and were of voting age.
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Table A-8: PCM Recruitment Experiment

USSD USSD USSD
Phase 1 Recruitment. Standard Free Lottery
Total # Solicited via PCM 13.8m 16.1m 19.9m
Total # Registered 7,258 8,146 24,762

Registered as % of PCMs 0.0526% 0.0506% 0.1244%
Difference with Standard -0.002% 0.0546%
P-value on test of difference with Standard 0.020 0.00003

Notes: Table provides the number of Please Call Me messages sent out by USSD treatment arm, and then the number of
registered participants who clicked through from links from each kind of PCM. Because multiple PCMs may have been sent to the
same person, the third row represents the yield rate per PCM, not per person. P-values on differences calculated by creating an
inflated dataset with the number of PCMs sent and using successful registration as the outcome variable, with a robust regression
including dummies for the treatment arms.
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Table A-9: Balance of Randomized Monitoring Invitations.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

USSD
Free

USSD
Lottery

Social
Media

Any
Phase 2

Any
Demog

High
Engagement Age Male

Voted
2009

Incentivized to monitor -0.004 0.003 0.001 0.004 -0.004 0.003 -0.153 0.007 0.004
(0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.098) (0.007) (0.007)

Observations 50814 50814 50814 50814 50814 50799 20435 21269 19542
Mean for unincentived 0.144 0.442 0.227 0.501 0.424 0.710 24.469 0.477 0.404
R squared 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Notes: Table analyzes the balance of the randomized experiment through which a high-engagement sample of users were invited to serve as Citizen Observers for

the election. The table uses the invitation to participate as an election monitor as the right hand side variable, explaining a set of covariates observed prior to the

time at which these invitations were sent out. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A-10: Balance of the Actual Invitations Sent to Monitor.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Any

Phase 2
Any

Demog
Volunteer
Sample

High
Engagement Age Male

Voted
2009

High Monitoring Incentive 0.017 0.011 0.001 0.055 0.773 0.032 -0.034
(0.015) (0.013) (0.006) (0.035) (1.325) (0.076) (0.086)

Observations 1862 1862 1862 792 145 155 138
Mean for unincentived 0.102 0.077 0.014 0.614 26.203 0.290 0.607
R squared 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001

Notes: Table analyzes the balance of the quasi-experiment through which a sample almost entirely consisting of USSD Standard users were given a High incentive

to serve as Citizen Election Monitors (50R) relative to a Low incentive (5R). This variation was generated by a data error and is not a clean randomized

experiment. The table uses the actual invitation to participate as an election monitor as the explanatory variable, with a set of covariates observed prior to the time

at which these invitations were sent out as the outcomes. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Figure A-1: Project Timeline

April 7, 2014 May 7 May 8

Phase 1:
Registration

Phase 2:
Pre-Election Engagement

Election Day

Day After
Elections

Phase 3:
Voting and Observation
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Figure A-2: VIP:Voice Ad in Livity Magazine

Advertorial | Brought to you by Praekelt Foundation

10   Autumn 2O14

WHAT:
VIP:VOICE is South Africa’s largest citizen-based election 

platform. It allows us, the youth, to engage with election-related 

info through the day we put our all-important X on the ballot 

paper. VIP:VOICE is a multi-channel engagement portal. This 

means VIP:VOICE has created a number of applications on 

social networks for us to engage in, voice our opinions, monitor 

election activity and view all kinds of info regarding our 2014 

elections.

WHY:
VIP:VOICE enables citizens like us to play a vital role in the 

electoral process and helps make politicians accountable to 

us, their voters.

HOW: 
You can join the VIP:VOICE community as a follower, or on a 

more active level as a citizen reporter so that you can report on 

anything election-based, at any time, in a variety of ways.

VIP:VOICE IS A SNAPSHOT 
OF WHAT’S HAPPENING IN 
THE ELECTION FROM THE 
GROUND UP. 
YOU DECIDE HOW YOU 
WANT TO ENGAGE AND ON 
WHICH PLATFORM!

USSD:  DIAL 120*7692*1# 

MXIT:  ADD VIPVOICE2014 AS A   
 CONTACT TO GET STARTED

TWITTER:  FOLLOW @VIP:VOICE2014 AND 
 DM US TO BEGIN!    
 #VIP:VOICE2014

G CHAT:  SEND A CHAT TO 
 VIPVOICE2014@GMAIL.COM TO  
 GET STARTED.

MOBI:  INTERACT ON THE MOBI SITE   
 HTTP://YAL.MOBI/VIP/

VLIVE:  PARTICIPATE ON VLIVE 
 HTTP://LIVE.VODAFONE.COM/YAL 

11

It is designed to empower and engage South African citizens during the election process right up through Election 

Day. The plan is to use the knowledge gained from VIP:VOICE to create future platforms for election campaigns 

based in South Africa and in other countries, so that peeps can connect on a broader scale when it comes to their 

local elections.

The old-school way of monitoring election processes has rarely engaged with South Africans like us. VIP:VOICE is the new-

school way of sourcing information, by creating citizen reporters who will help observe the election process on the ground 

by placing the power in the hands of the voters.

DID YOU KNOW... 
VIP:VOICE IS EXPECTED TO BE THE LARGEST ELECTION ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM EVER!  

NEW-SCHOOL = COOL

Citizen monitoring is an exciting opportunity for 
us to get involved, report what’s happening in our 
communities and keep our elections free and fair.

Technology is taking over; let’s unite it with the power of people to improve elections!
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Figure A-3: USSD Interface for Engagement Question
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Figure A-4: USSD Interface for Citizen Observing
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Figure A-5: Report on Election Activities
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Figure A-6: Ushahidi Dashboard map showing geographic distribution of citizen election reports in Phase 2
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Figure A-7: Example of Declaration of Results Forms Photographed by Citizens via Photo Quick
Count
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Figure A-8: Strata of election day observation, nation-wide

Figure A-9: Strata of election day observation near Durban, citizen and professional
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B Survey Question Wording

B.1 Phase 1: Please Call Me!

Control

Join VIP:Voice to help make elections 2014 free and fair. Dial *120*7692*2# Standard

rates charged

Treatment 1 – Lottery

Join VIP:Voice 2 help make elections 2014 free & fair. Dial *120*7692*3# & stand a

chance 2 win R55 airtime

Treatment 2 – Subsidy

Join VIP:Voice to help make elections 2014 free and fair. Dial *120*4729# 2 participate

for free

Engagement Question.

It’s election time! Do u

think ur vote matters?

1. YES every vote

matters

2. NO but I’ll vote

anyway

3. NO so I’m NOT voting

4. I’m NOT REGISTERED to

vote

4. I’m TOO YOUNG to vote

Dis stemtyd! Dink jy jou

stem maak saak?

1. JA elke stem tel

2. NEE maar ek stem

nogtans

3. NEE ek gaan NIE stem

nie

4. Ek’s NIE

GEREGISTEREER om te

stem nie

4. Ek’s TE JONK om te

stem

Yiskhathi sokhetho!

Liyasiza yini ivoti

lakho?

1. YEBO lelo nalelo voti

libalulekile

2. CHA kodwa ngizovota

3. CHA Yingakho

ngingavoti

4. ANGIKUBHALISELANGA

ukuvota

4. Ngisemncane; angivoti

After answering the voting question, users were then given the opportunity to immediately
accept the Terms and Conditions of joining the platforms. Alternatively, they were given the
opportunity to read in more depth about the Terms and Conditions. This choice was presented as
follows:

Please accept the terms

and conditions to get

started.

1. Accept & Join

2. Read t&c

3. Quit

Aanvaar asb bepalings &

voorwaardes om te begin.

1. Aanvaar & Sluit aan

2. Lees B&V

3. Onttrek

Yamukela le imigomo

nemibandela ekuvumela

ukuqala.

1. Yamukela ujoyine

2. Funda imigomo

nemibandela

3. Phuma
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B.2 Phase 2: Pre-election digital surveys

Welcome Menu

Welcome to VIP!

1. Answer & win!

2. VIP Quiz

3. Report Election

Activity

4. View VIP results...

5. What’s up?

6. About

7. End

Welkom by VIP!

1. Antwoord & wen!

2. VIP-vasvra

3. Rapporteer

verkiesingsaksie

4. Sien VIP-uitslae...

5. Wat gaan aan?

6. Omtrent

7. Eindig

Siyakwamukela ohlelweni

i-VIP!

1. Phendula uwine!

2. Imibuzo ye-VIP

3. Bika umcimbi wokhetho

4. Bheka imiphumela

ye-VIP..

5. Kwenzenjani?

6. Ngalokhu

7. Qeda

B.2.1 Demographic Survey: Answer & Win

I am

1. Male

2. Female

How old are you?

1. u14

2. 15-19

3. 20-29

4. 30-39

5. 40-49

6. 50+

Did you vote in the 2009

election?

1.Yes

2.No, could not/was not

registered

3.No, did not want to

4.No, other

5.Skip

I am

1. Black African

2. Coloured

3. Indian/Asian

4. White

5. Other

6. Skip

Ek is

1. Manlik

2. Vroulik

Hoe oud is jy?

1. o14

2. 15-19

3. 20-29

4. 30-39

5. 40-49

6. 50+

Het jy in die

2009-verkiesing gestem?

1.Ja

2.Nee, kon/was nie

geregistreer

3.Nee, wou nie

4.Nee, ander

5.Slaan oor

Ek is

1. Swart Afrikaan

2. Bruin

3. Indir/Asies

4. Wit

5. Ander

6. Slaan oor

Ngingo

1. wesilisa

2. wesifazane

Uneminyaka emingaki?

1. ngaphansi kweyi-14

2. 15-19

3. 20-29

4. 30-39

5. 40-49

6. ngaphezu kwengama-50

Wavota yini okhethweni

lwango-2009?

1.Yebo

2.Cha,

angikwazanga/ngangingabhalisanga

3.Cha, angithandanga

4.Cha, okunye

5.Eqa

Ngi

1. ngumAfrika oNsundu

2. yiKhaladi

3. ngowomdabu

waseNdiya/waseEshiya

4. Mhlophe

5. ngokunye

6. Eqa

For those users who entered on our smart phone channels, where we did not necessarily have
their phone numbers, we also asked individuals for their phone numbers.

Please give us your

cellphone number so

we can send you your

airtime!

Gee vir ons jou

selnommer sodat ons vir

jou lugtyd kan stuur!

Sicel inombolo yeselula

yakho ukuze sikwazi

ukukuthumelel i-airtime

yakho!
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B.2.2 What’s Up

The “What’s Up” Section of questions asked a mixture of demographic and political questions,
which we were interested in collecting, but which could not fit in the other sections of the platform.
These were, therefore, questions to which we expected lower response rates because they were not
incentivized. Moreover, no push messaging went out to encourage people to fill them out in Phase
2b.

The questions were worded as follows in our three languages:

How satisfied are you

with the way democracy

works in South Africa?

1. Very satisfied

2. Somewhat satisfied

3. Dissatisfied

4. Very dissatisfied

5. Skip

During the past two

weeks, how frequently

have campaign rallies

occurred in your

community? 1. Often

2. Several times

3. Once or twice

4. Never

5. Skip

During the past 2 weeks,

how often have party

agents gone door to

door in ur community 2

mobilize voters?

1. Often

2. Several times

3. Once or twice

4. Never

5. Skip

During the past two

weeks, how frequently

have party agents

intimidated voters in

your community?

1. Often

2. Several times

3. Once or twice

4. Never

5. Skip

During the past two

weeks, how frequently

have party agents

Hoe tevrede is jy met

die manier waarop

demokrasie werk in

Suid-Afrika?

1. Baie tevrede

2. Ietwat ontevrede

3. Ontevrede

4. Baie ontevrede

5. Slaan oor

Gedurende die laaste

twee weke, hoe

dikwels het daar

verkiesingsaamtrekke

in jou gemeenskap

plaasgevind?

1. Dikwels

2. Verskeie male

3. Een of twee maal

4. Nooit

5. Slaan oor

Gedurende die laaste

twee weke, hoe dikwels

het partyagente van

deur tot deur in jou

gemeenskap gegaan om

stemme te werf?

1. Gereeld

2. Baie male 3. Een of

twee maal

4. Nooit

5. Slaan oor

Gedurende die laaste

twee weke, hoe dikwels

het partyagente kiesers

in jou gemeenskap

gentimideer?

1. Gereeld

2. Baie male

3. Een of twee maal

4. Nooit

5. Slaan oor

Gedurende die laaste

twee weke, hoe dikwels

het partyagente kiesers

Ugculiseke kangakanani

yindlela intando yabantu

esebenza ngayo kuleli?

1. Ngigculiseke kakhulu

2. Ngigculisekile

ngandlela thile

3. Angugculisekile

4. Angigculisekile neze

5. Eqa

Emasontweni amabili

edlule abe maningi

kangakanani amarali

okukhankasela ukhetho

emphakathini wangakini?

1. Kaningi

2. Izikhathi ezimbalwa

3. Kanye noma kabili

4. Nakanye

5.Eqa

Emasontweni amabili

edlule abezinhlangano

bangene kangakanani

imizi ngemizi ngakini

benxenxa abavoti?

1. Kaningi

2. Izikhathi ezimbalwa

3. Kanye noma kabili

4. Nakanye

5. Eqa

Emasontweni amabili

edlule abamele

izinhlangano babesabise

kangakanani abavoti

ngakini? 1. Kaningi

2. Izikhathi ezimbalwa

3. Kanye noma kabili

4. Nakanye

5. Eqa

Emasontweni amabili

edlule abamele

izinhlangano babesabise
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intimidated voters in

your community?

1. Often

2. Several times

3. Once or twice

4. Never 5.Skip

How much do you trust

the ANC?

1. A lot

2. Some

3. Not much

4. Not at all

5. No opinion

6. Skip

How much do you trust

the Democratic Alliance

(DA)?

1. A lot

2. Some

3. Not much

4. Not at all

5. No opinion

6. Skip

How much do you trust

the Economic Freedom

Fighters (EFF)?

1. A lot

2. Some

3. Not much

4. Not at all

5. No opinion

6. Skip

During the past year,

how often have u or

anyone in ur family gone

without enough food to

eat? 1. Never

2. Once or twice

3. Sometimes

4. Many times

5. Always

6. Skip

In South Africa, it is

sometimes necessary to

use violence for a just

cause:

1. Strongly agree

2. Somewhat agree

3. Somewhat disagree

in jou gemeenskap

gentimideer?

1. Gereeld

2. Baie male

3. Een of twee maal

4. Nooit

5. Slaan oor

Hoeveel vertrou jy die

ANC?

1. Baie

2. Biejie

3. Nie veel nie

4. Glad nie

5. Geen opinie

6. Slaan oor

Hoeveel vertrou jy die

Demokratiese Alliansie

(DA)?

1. Baie

2. Biejie

3. Nie veel nie

4. Glad nie

5. Geen opinie

6. Slaan oor

Hoeveel vertrou

jy die Ekonomiese

Vryheidvegters (EFF)?

1. Baie

2. Biejie

3. Nie veel nie

4. Glad nie

5. Geen opinie

6. Slaan oor

Gedurende die laaste

jaar, hoeveel maal het

jy of iemand in jou

familie nie genoeg kos

gehad om te eet nie?

1. Nooit

2. Een of twee maal

3. Soms

4. Baie maal

5. Altyd

6. Slaan oor

In Suid-Afrika is dit

soms nodig om geweld

te gebruik vir ’n saak

waarin jy glo:

1. Stem sterk saam

2. Stem ietwat saam

3. Stem nie heeltemal

kangakanani abavoti

ngakini?

1. Kaningi

2. Izikhathi ezimbalwa

3. Kanye noma kabili

4. Nakanye

5. Eqa

Uyethemba kangkanani

i-ANC?

1. Kakhulu

2. Kakhudlwana

3. Hhayi kakhulu

4. Nakancane

5. Anginakuphawula

6. Eqa

Uyethemba kangakanani

iDemocratic Alliance

(DA)?

1. Kakhulu

2. Kakhudlwana

3. Hhayi kakhulu

4. Nakancane

5. Anginakuphawula

6. Eqa

Uyethemba kangakanani

iEconomic Freedom

Fighters (EFF)?

1. Kakhulu

2. Kakhudlwana

3. Hhayi kakhulu

4. Nakancane

5. Anginakuphawula

6. Eqa

Gedurende die laaste

jaar, hoeveel maal het

jy of iemand in jou

familie nie genoeg kos

gehad om te eet nie?

1. Nooit

2. Een of twee maal

3. Soms

4. Baie maal

5. Altyd

6. Slaan oor

Kuleli zwe kuye kube

nesidingo sokusebenzisa

udlame ukufeza inhloso

ethile:

1. Ngiivuma kakhulu

2. Ngiyavuma ngandlela

thile
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4. Strongly disagree

5. Skip

Sometimes not voting

is the best way to

express your political

preferences:

1. Strongly agree

2. Somewhat agree

3. Somewhat disagree

4. Strongly disagree

5. Skip

saam

4. Stem glad nie saam

5. Slaan oor

Deur nie te stem nie

druk jy jou politieke

voorkeure die beste uit:

1. Stem sterk saam

2. Stem ietwat saam

3. Stem nie heeltemal

saam

4. Stem glad nie saam

5. Slaan oor

3. Ngiyaphika ngandlela

thile.

4. Ngiphika kakhulu

5. Eqa

Ukungavoti kuye kube

yindlela yokuveza

ukuzikhethela

ngokwepolitiki:

1. Ngivuma kakhulu

2. Ngiyavuma ngandlela

thile

3. Ngiyaphika ngandlela

thile

4. Ngiphika kakhulu

5. Eqa

B.2.3 Push Questions

During the past year,

have you attended

a demonstration or

protest?

1.Yes, many

2.Yes, a few

3.No

4.Skip

Are you registered to

vote in the upcoming

elections?

1. Yes

2. No

3. Unsure

4. Skip

How likely is it that

you will vote in the

upcoming election?

1. Very likely

2. Somewhat likely

3. Somewhat unlikely

4. Very unlikely

5. Unsure

6. Skip

Which political party do

you feel close to?

1. ANC

2. Agang

3. COPE

4. DA

5. EFF

6. IFP

7. Other

Gedurende die laaste

jaar, het jy aan ’n

betoging of protesoptog

deelgeneem?

1. Ja, baie

2. Ja ’n paar

3. Nee

4. Slaan oor

Is jy geregistreer om in

die komende verkiesing

te stem?

1. Ja

2. Nee

3. Onseker

4. Slaan oor

Wat is die kans dat

jy in die komende

verkiesing sal stem?

1. Beslis

2. Byna seker

3. Nie groot kans

4. Beslis nie

5. Onseker

6. Slaan oor

By watter politieke

party voel jy tuis?

1. ANC

2. Agang

3. COPE

4. DA

5. EFF

6. IFP

7. Ander

Onyakeni odlule,

wawuhambela yini

umbhikisho?

1. Yebo, eminingi

2. Yebo, embalwa

3. Cha

4. Eqa

Ukubhalisele yini

ukuvota ezinkethweni

ezizayo?

1. Yebo

2. Cha

3. Anginasiqiniseko

4. Eqa

Maningi kangakanani

amathuba okuba uvote

okhethweni oluzayo?

1. Maningi kakhulu

2. Akhonywana

3 .Ayangabazeka kancane

4. Awekho nhlobo

5. Anginasiqiniseko

6. Eqa

Iyiphi inhlangano

yezepolitiki

esenhlziyweni yakho?

1. ANC

2. Agang

3. COPE

4. DA

5. EFF

6. IFP
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8. I don’t feel close to

a party

9. Skip

During the past year,

has your community

had demonstrations or

protests?

1. Yes, several times

2. Yes, once or twice

3. No

4. Skip

If your community has

had demonstrations or

protests in the last

year, were they violent?

1. Yes

2. No

3. Not applicable

4. Skip

How easy is it for your

neighbors to find out if

you voted?

1. Very easy

2. Somewhat easy

3. Somewhat difficult

4. Very difficult

5. Skip

People in my

neighborhood look down

on those who do not

vote:

1. Strongly agree

2. Somewhat agree

3. Somewhat disagree

4. Strongly disagree

5. Skip

How do you rate the

overall performance of

President Zuma?

1. Excellent

2. Good

3. Just Fair

4. Poor

5. Skip

How do you rate the

overall performance of

your local government

councilor?

8. Voel nie tuis by een

nie

9. Slaan oor

Gedurende die laaste

jaar, het jou gemeenskap

betogings of proteste

gehad?

1. Ja verskeie kere

2. Ja een of twee keer

3. Nee

4. Slaan oor

As jou gemeenskap wel

betogings of proteste

gehad het, was daar

geweld?

1. Ja

2. Nee

3. Nie van toepassing

4. Slaan oor

Hoe maklik kan jou bure

uitvind of jy gestem

het?

1. Baie maklik

2. Redelik maklik

3. Ietwat moeilik

4. Baie moeilik

5. Slaan oor

In my gemeenskap sien

mense neer op jou as jy

nie gaan stem nie:

1. Stem sterk saam

2. Stem saam

3. Stem nie heeltemal

saam

4. Stem glad nie saam

5. Slaan oor

Hoe slaan jy President

Zuma se algehele

prestasie aan?

1. Uitstekend

2. Goed

3. Middelmatig

4. Swak

5. Slaan oor

Hoe slaan jy die

algehele prestasie

van jou plaaslike

regeringsraadslid aan?

7. Enye

8. Ayikho esenhlziyweni

yami

9. Eqa

Onyakeni odlule,

umphakathi wangakini ube

nayo yini imibhikisho?

1. Yebo, izikhathi

eziningana

2. Yebo, kanye noma

kabili

3. Cha

4. Eqa

Uma kuwkuthi umphakathi

wangakini waba nayo

imibhikisho ngonyaka

odlule, yayinodlame

yini?

1. Yebo

2. Cha

3. Awufanele lo mbuzo

4. Eqa

Kulula kangakanani

komakhelwane bakho

ukwazi ukuthi uvotile?

1. Kulula kakhulu

2. Kulula kancane

3. Kunzinyana

4. Kulukhuni kakhulu

5. Eqa

Abantu esakhelene

nabo bamthatha kancane

ongavoti:

1. Ngivuma kakhulu

2. Ngiyavuma kancane

3. Ngiyaphika kancane

4. Ngiphika kakhulu

5. Eqa

Ukuklelisa kanjani

ukusebenza kukaMengameli

Zuma ngokubanzi?

1. Kuhle kakhulu

2. Kuhle

3. Kuyagculisa khona

4. Akukuhle

5. Eqa

Ukuklelisa kanjani

ukusebenza kwekhansela

lendawo ngokubanzi?

1. Kuhle kakhulu
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1. Excellent

2. Good

3. Just Fair

4. Poor

5. Skip

Which party has

contacted you the most

during this election

campaign?

1. None, I have not been

contacted

2. ANC

3. Agang

4. COPE

5. DA

6. EFF

7. IFP

8. Other

9. Skip

During the past two

weeks, have you attended

a campaign rally?

1. Yes

2. No

3. Skip

1. Uitstekend

2. Goed

3. Middelmatig

4. Swak

5. Slaan oor

Watter party het jou die

meeste gedurende hierdie

verkiesingsveldtog

gekontak?

1. Nie een het my

gekontak nie

2. ANC

3. Agang

4. COPE

5. DA

6. EFF

7. IFP

8. Ander

9. Slaan oor

Het jy ’n

verkiesingsaamtrek

gedurende die laaste

twee weke bygewoon?

1. Ja

2. Nee

3. Slaan oor

2. Kuhle

3. Kuyagculisa khona

4. Akukuhle

5. Eqa

Iyiphi inhlangano

ekuthinte kaningi

kunezinye ngalo

mkhankaso wokhetho?

1. Ayikho,

angithintwanga

2. ANC

3. Agang

4. COPE

5. DA

6. EFF

7. IFP

8. Enye

9. Eqa

Emasontweni amabili

edlule, ngabe

uwuyihambele yini irali

yomkhankaso?

1. Yebo

2. Cha

3. Eqa

Open-Ended Survey Reports on Campaigning Activity:

Choose report:

1. Party going

door-to-door

2. Party intimidating

voters

3. Party giving

food/money

4. Campaign rally

5. Campaign violence

6. Protest/Demonstrtn

Verslagtipe:

1. Party wat van deur

tot deur gaan

2. Party wat kiesers

intimideer

3. Party wat

kos/geld/geskenke

uitdeel

4. Verkiesingsaamtrek

5. Verkiesinggeweld

6. Protes/Betoging

Khetha uhlobo lombiko:

1. Inhlangano ihamba

imizi ngemizi

2. Inhlangano isabisa

abavoti

3. Inhlangano

isabalalisa

ukudla/imali/izipho

4. Irali yomkhankaso

5. Udlame lokukhankasa

6. Umbhikisho

What is the title of

your report?

Where did this event

happen? Please be as

specific as possible and

give address and city.

Please select your

Wat is jou verslag se

titel?

Waar het hierdie voorval

plaasgevind? Wees asb

baie spesifiek en gee

adres en stad/dorp.

Kies asb jou ligging uit

Sithini isihloko sombiko

wakho?

Wenzekephi lo mcimbi?

Khomba indawo

ngangokusemandleni

unikeze ikheli

nedolobha.

Khetha indawo yakho
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location from the

options below:

1. *Location 1*

2. *Location 2*

3. *Location 3*

4. More

Thank u for ur report!

Keep reporting & u may

have a chance to be an

official election day

reporter where u can

earn airtime or cash for

ur contribution.

die opsies hieronder:

1. *Location 1*

2. *Location 2*

3. *Location 3*

4. Meer

Dankie vir jou verslag!

Hou aan om verslag te

doen & jy staan dalk

’n kans om as amptelike

stemdagverslaggewer

gekies te word en lugtyd

of kontant vir jou

bydrae te verdien.

kulezi ezilandelayo:

1. *Location 1*

2. *Location 2*

3. *Location 3*

4. Ezinye

Siyabonga ngombiko

wakho! Qhubeka nokubika,

ungaba sethubeni

lokukhethwa njengozobika

ngokusemthethweni

ngosuku lokhetho, lapho

ungazitholela khona

i-airtime noma ukheshi

ngosizo lwakho.

Digital Follow up
On April 19th and April 29th, we sent out the following message to all users, where only the only

difference were platform specific instructions to respond to the message, which would be contained
in the <ENTER PLATFORM> part of the message below.

On VIP:Voice 72000+ S.Africans believe their vote counts.Ur voice matters 2!<ENTER

PLATFORM> & complete Answer&Win 4 a chance to win R55 airtime!

On April 21st we pushed a message telling people about the result of the VIP quiz so far
and encouraging users to also participate. We did not distinguish between users who had already
completed the section, so the message may have been redundant for some users.

On VIP:Voice 53% have reported protests in ur communities in the last year. Is that

true 4 u? <ENTER PLATFORM> to have ur

voice heard in VIP Quiz!

This message was followed up by a message on April 29th updating the statistics from the “Answer
& win” Section, which showed a dramatic increase the percentage of our users who had witnessed
protests.

On VIP:Voice 66% have reported protests in ur communities in the last year. Is that

true 4 u? Dial *120*4279# to have ur voice heard in VIP Quiz!

Also on April 21, we also pushed a message exclusively to our smart phone channels, asking
people to fill out the “Answer & win” section.

So far VIPs rated Pres.Zuma’s performance: 25% excellent. 35% poor. How do u rate

him?Reply VIP &complete Answer&Win 4 a chance to win R55!

We also followed up with a message on April 29th telling people about the updated statistics on
Jacob Zuma, which had barely budged in the preceding 8 days.

So far VIPs rated Pres.Zuma’s performance: 26% excellent. 34% poor. How do u rate

him?Reply VIP &complete Answer&Win 4 a chance to win R55!
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B.3 Phase 3: Digital Recruitment for Real World Participation

B.3.1 GOTV Messaging

We were also interested in how to use our platform to promote turnout. Hence, we ran an experiment
with one treatment group and two control groups to test the efficacy of information treatments
through the platform. We carried this out on the sub-sample of the people in our platform for
whom we had a phone number and who had signed the Terms and Conditions by the time the
messaging went out. This was XXX percent of XXX.

Within the sub-sample, everyone for whom we had a phone number when the message was sent
out was randomized into one of three groups. In the control group, we sent no message. In the two
treatment groups, the messaging read as follows:

Treatment 1

Make a choice, have a voice, vote!

Treatment 2

Make a choice, have a voice, vote! Your inked finger will show everyone that you have

voted!

Treatment 2 wanted to measure whether social pressure potentially increased people’s propensity
to vote.

In order to measure the outcome of these measures, we sent everyone in our sub-sample a follow
up SMS on whether they voted. The text read as follows

VIP wants to know if you voted? Reply 1 for Yes. Reply 2 for No.

If platform users responded, we asked them to dial into a separate USSD channel.

Join thousands of other South Africans and report about ur voting experience! Dial

*120*4729*2# t to have ur voice count.

If they responded no, we simply thanked them for their response with the following message:

Thanks for ur response

If they dialed back into the system, we asked respondents to questions to attempt to verify their
voting behavior. These questions were designed to ameliorate potential social desirability bias in
respondents’ saying they had voted, when in reality they had not.

What colours were the ballots at your voting station?

1. white&pink

2. green&yellow

3. pink&blue

4. blue&yellow

5. none of above

6. skip

If your phone has a camera, pls mms us a photo of your inked finger to show your

vote! U will be sent airtime for ur MMS.Send to vipvoice2014@gmail.com
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B.3.2 Recruiting Citizen Observers to Monitor

The message protocol was as follows:

Treatment

Be a citizen observer on May 7 & 8 because free & fair elections matter! Get R55

airtime for submitting all

observations. Are you interested?

1. Yes

2. No

Control

Be a citizen observer on May 7 & 8 because free & fair elections matter! Are you

interested? U’ll be reimbursed R5

airtime for submitting all observations

1. Yes

2. No

Users could take three actions after being sent this message. First, they could choose not to respond.
Second, they could choose to respond by answering “No.” If participants did respond they were
not interested by answering “No,” then they were thanked for their participation.

Third, users could respond in the affirmative by answering “Yes.” If they answered yes and
agreed to be part of the election observer team, then they had to go through two additional steps.
First, they had to agree to a second set of Terms and Conditions. Second, if they agreed to the
Terms and Conditions, then we asked them a series of questions to be able to ascertain their voting
district. This series of questions went to all users, both in the treatment and control groups and
were designed to so that each question was more specific than the previous, in order to ensure that
we could appropriately ascertain each individuals voting district. The questions, which were asked
sequentially, were as follows:

2 b observer we need 2 know where u vote! Tell us the Province u live in:

1. EC

2. FS

3. GP

4. KZN

5. Limp

6. MP

7. NCape

8. N West

9. WCape

Thanks! Now we need ur town, suburb or district so we r sure of ur voting station

What is the name of your voting station?

Pls type out. Example: KUNI PRIMARY SCHOOL

We’ll use the IEC lookup service 2 confirm ur voting station with ur ID. Pls enter ID

number OR Write "NO" & we’ll try 2

ensure u can still observe if we verify ur voting station

Those assigned to treatment group got a special message back about when they would be paid.

Thanks 4 volunteering 2 b an election observer! U will get R5

for airtime & R50 after u complete all tasks. U will get SMS

about where u will b observing soon!
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B.3.3 Digital Observers: Follow-up

We sent our digital observers two sets of reminder messages.

Hi Citizen Observer! Ull b asked to see the results form at ur voting station the day

after the election. We’ll SMS u Thursday to get the result.

Hi Citizen Observer! Pls go see the results form at ur voting station now. We’ll SMS to

get your report and share with fellow citizens!

On Thursday, May 8th we sent out the following messages. We sent the messages in order and
respondents only received the subsequent message, if they replied to the immediately preceding
message. We decided to also ask for photos of the tallies, though it was not expected that respon-
dents would be able to send a photo of the tally, since having a smart phone was not a requirement.
We also had to ask respondents to send these photos vial email because the VUMI system itself
had no way of storing images.

Hi Citizen Observer! Please answer when ur at station ready to make ur report: Is

national results form posted at ur voting station? reply SMS 1 Yes 2 No

Pls SMS ANC vote total from national results form at ur voting station if you can’t

read SMS "NR"

Thx for ur response! You will get ur airtime shortly. Pls send a MMS photo of the

national results form to vipvoice2014@gmail.com. R20 airtime if u send photo!

Thanks! You will receive your airtime soon!

B.3.4 Voter Experience Survey

On election day itself, everyone in the platform (including those who we had recruited as digital
observers) who had signed the Terms and conditions and for whom we had a phone number (in-
cluding all those who entered on other channels, but who provided us a phone number) was sent
an SMS encouraging them to dial into a USSD number for free to tell us about their election day
experience. The message read as follows:

Join thousands of other South Africans and tell us about your experience on election

day! Dial*120*4729*1# It’s free to dial!

If users timed out of the system, they got the following message:

Hi VIP! Make sure ur voice is heard. Please dial back in to

*120*4729*1# to complete ur election experience questions! It’s FREE.

VIP: Voice!

The questions themselves were designed to ask about election day problems known from the
African context, as well as questions asking people to rate the process. The wording of the questions
were the following:

How long are voters waiting in queue b4 voting?

1. less than 10min

2. 10-30 min

3. 30min to 1hr
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4. more than 1hr

5.skip

Did the voting station have all necessary materials and working

equipment?

1. yes

2. no

3. don’t know

4. skip

How would you rate the overall performance of IEC officials at the

voting station?

1. excellent

2. good

3. fair

4. poor

5. skip

Did you observe party agents campaigning outside of the voting station?

1. yes

2. no

3. skip

Please report the environment outside the polling station:

1. very tense

2. somewhat tense

3. not tense

4. skip

Did you observe or hear about any violence in or around the polling station?

1. yes

2. no

3. skip

Did you observe or hear about any incidents of intimidation inor around the polling

station?

1. yes

2. no

3. skip

Did the voting station provide adequate privacy to ensure ballot

secrecy?

1. yes

2. no

3. skip
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